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ABSTRACT
Unlike most fields, performing is an occupation that does not require formal
education. However, most performers need training to perfect their craft in order to be
successful. Higher education is one training outlet that is used by some performers, but
not many. In a performance degree program at an institution of higher education.
performers are not just trained in the art, but they are also taught about the business of the
theatre industry. Although, often, what is taught is not enough knowledge for performers
to truly succeed and make theatre a lifetime career. This thesis is directed towards an
audience of talented young performers who have the possibility to succeed in the musical
theatre industry once they know how to manage themselves effectively in the trade.
Acting as a “how to" guide for a majority of performers who do not choo.se to spend a
large amount of money on higher education, this beneficial, condensed guide should be
used by all performers, educated or not. Experts in the field report seeing performers
making common mistakes that act as a detriment on their career, and this guide is meant
to fix these common mistakes, providing aspiring performers with the only “formal
education” that they need in addition to their talents. It is made up of extensive personal
interviews, lectures, and various academic sources. Furthermore, the advice found in this
guide has been tested and proven successful. I encourage all aspiring performers to read
this before entering the industry and then continue to reference it throughout their careers.
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Introduction

What is musical theatre? It is defined as “a combination of music and drama in

modern form: distinct from traditional opera, typically for a small group of performers"

(Oxford Dictionary). This definition defines the art form of musical theatre stating and

specifying that the form is created by performers. However, a basic definition only

explains so much. To further define and deepen one's understanding of musical theatre.

other questions must be explored. How is a live musical theatre performance, which

places the need for the existence of performers, developed? How do the performers

become trained, get placed in the show, and how does the show run? These are only a

few questions of the many “backstage" business procedures that are vitally important

when attempting to grasp the full definition of musical theatre.

Mirroring any business, the musical theatre industry's mission must ensure

profitability in order to survive. The way it ensures this survival is to entertain the ticket

buyers, in order to fill the seats. There are routines, procedures, budgets, and many other

decisions and actions that go on behind-the-scenes to create the musical, the product that

is actually utilized by the public. Most of the time, this product is the only thing that is

acknowledged and, therefore, respected. Likewise, as in every industry, the behind-the-
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scene jobs are often taken for granted. However, the unique and critical attribute in the

musical theatre industry is that these behind-the-scene jobs are often overlooked not only
by the public, but also by performers, who are also a component within the industry. The
backstage jobs are important to the performers who create musical theatre, as these jobs
are ultimately responsible for actors needing to perform at all. The industry needs these

backstage contributions just as much, if not more, than they need performers. If these

backstage jobs are not acknowledged, known, and understood by the performers, these

performers will not be successful.

A unique characteristic about the theatre industry is that the products, or the

performers, are real people rather than objects. Furthermore, each and every time the art

form is created via live performances, the actors must “service” their “product.”

Consequently, the performers in the musical theatre industry must be both a product, and

a service given simultaneously to the public. A common flaw that accompanies most

performers (in addition to their ignorance of the responsibilities of the behind-the-scene

jobs) is the performers’ sole focus on the service side of their job description, leaving no

consideration or thought for the product side. However, when it comes to becoming a

successful performer, a focus on both the product and the service are equally important.

Furthermore, the demand for performers in the musical theatre industry is significantly
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lower than the supply, creating steep competition w ithin this component of the industry.

When performers know^ and understand the behind-the-scene jobs, such as the roles of

agents, producers, managers, casting directors, instructors, etc., and also know how to

apply this knowledge, it can then be argued that this will increase performers' chances to

succeed as entrepreneurs in this cut-throat industry.
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Is Performing the Career for You?

Everyone defines their own personal success. But what is success? What may be

success to one may not be to the person sitting next to them. People outside of the

musical theatre industry often say that those who choose the occupation of a musical

theatre performer will not make a successful living. The book Making it on Broadway is

collection of personal stories from various performers compiled by David Wienir and

Jodie Langel. In it, professional performer Deborah Yates shares, “When I told my

parents I wanted to be a dancer, they did not see it coming. They were disappointed.

They expected me to be a star scholar and thought I was dashing my future on the rocks

of stupidity"(Wienir 18). Why should anyone be judging another's success? A standard

way of determining someone's success is through monetary measures, since it is

quantitative and easy to compare. However, personal desires and goals, and whether they

are being obtained, should weigh into this standard definition of success. People should

choose a business that they love, and if they do, they will continue to find joy and
success.
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When cietennining whether the musical theatre life is rightfor you, and if you will
ever consider your life a success, there are two major goal categories to consider.
These two goal categories are career goals, and personal goals.

For performers, getting hired and continuing to work throughout their lifetime are

achievements that fall under the career goal category. This industry does not offer

salaries for performers but rather contracts for each independent job, placing constant

pressure on them since their economic survival is never secure and the money flow is

never steady. Robert Cohen, founding Chair of Drama at the University of California at

Irvine, and casting director James Calleri's book, Acting Professionally: Raw Facts about

Careers in Acting, lays out the facts and expectations that actors should, or should not

have, before entering the industry professionally. The authors state that the income in

live theatre is much lower than in television and film but certainly more respectable at the

top. Nathan Lane and Matthew Broderick each earned $100,000 a week reprising their

Broadway roles in The Producers, while Idina Menzel and Kristin Chenoweth were

making a reported $30,000 a week to star in Wicked(Cohen 2). These actors are stars in

the industry. However, the number of people who actually make a respectable living

from musical theatre is quite small. Acting is not a good way to make a living, and
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performers are warned not to act for the money (Wienir 107). Those who judge people

interested in making a career in this industry are right about this depressing fact.

Those who still desire to perform for a living need to realize the truth when it
comes to the low- incomes this industry offers performers - it is not sufficient for making

a living. Author Cohen and Called state that:
By ‘making a living' we mean receiving paid employment sufficient to provide
you with a regular annual income, permit you to rent a decent apartment or home
ip the big city, marry or develop a solid personal relationship, eat three meals a
day and go out once in a while, even have children and take vacations if you want
to (Cohen 3).
Furthermore, statistics show that many professional actors are unemployed most of the

time. “In 2006-07, only 42.8% of the union worked at all, and in a given week only

14.3% of them were employed as actors"(Cohen 3). The union. Actors Equity

Association, provided these statistics.

Let’s face the facts: Acting is one of the toughest businesses to break into and

build a lifetime caieer. Steady work in the musical theatre industry is the desire and

ultimate career goal for all aspiring musical theatre performers. Beyond steady work

comes fame and other opportunities. With the inescapable statistics and odds present in

the industry, these are not considered goals, but rare luxuries. However, if actors have

resources. smarts", opportunities, and luck then they have as good a chance of attaining
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steady work as anyone else, therefore accomplishing the overall career goal. In order to

have the “smarts" and opportunities, one needs to be educated and informed about all

aspects of the industry, which include the backstage, behind-the-scene jobs such as those

of producers, directors, agents, and everyone else not involved with the actual

performance.

Ij you accept the poor odds of making a career out ofpetforming in this cut-throat
industry, then it is advised and essential to continue to read, study, and analyze as many
materials on the topic as possible.

Beyond the career goals and expectations come the personal goals that all aspiring

performers need to consider and honestly evaluate. Young actors are often very idealistic

about this inescapable reality of the business. In the acting profession, how performers

physically look counts openly and legitimately in the casting room. Actors need to have

an appealing, but natural look. Unless they are bound and determined to be a character

actor, they need to watch their weight and get their physical condition up to par (Cohen

30). Above all, performers need to cultivate a distinctive appearance. This is a personal

goal and occasionally a sacrifice that can interfere with the overall career goals for

performers.
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Also, commitment to an acting career means at least some easing off on other

obligations, including those to husbands, wives, partners, children, friends, parents.

outside employers, and teachers (Wienir 124-131). Furthermore, actors will face other

entanglements besides committed relationships, including financial and emotional

predicaments. Aspiring musical theatre performers need to be free from these

entrapments in order to become successful in this industry. However, some people

interested in creating a performing career may not be comfortable freeing themselves of

these personal goals, and that is completely accepted, understandable, and honorable.

Although if performers who are considering entering the industry are not comfortable

freeing themselves, then they should choose another way of supporting themselves other

than musical theatre.

Ifxoii decide that this industry isn 7for you, don 'tfret; know that you can still petfonn
vv'ithout being a professional. Luckilyfor the musical theatre industry, there are tons of
non-professional performing opportunities all over the country. However, if you read
these raw facts, and still decide that performing professionally is the occupation for
them, then you are really going to have to work at it.

The pursuit of a career in musical theatre can be demanding, sometimes

depressing, but much of the time exhilarating (Wienir 99). Cohen and Called explain
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“lhai wanting success isn't enough, studying for it isn't enough, and no amount of

dedication or commitment will, on its own, get you into the casting office"(Cohen 5).

The knowledge needed to fully understand the musical theatre industry and how to use

this knowledge in order to succeed can be found in this “how to" guide. Performers need

to learn how to present and represent themselves appropriately and intelligently in the job

market.

Yes, you are i^oini^ to have to market yourself. If you have made it through this section,
and are still continuing to read, then your career starts now. Open your ears, eyes, and
minds as you explore the backstage of the musical theatre industry.
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Who are You?

Ij pcrfonnin^ in the musical theatre industry is the career pathfor you, then the next
thin if that has to he established is "who are you?” Some mayfind this a silly, obvious.
answerable cpu'stion, but you may be surprised how' difficult this isfor many petfonners.

Many people come across this question, and answer with what they want to be or

what they wish they were. However, that was not the presented question. The question

was and still is, “who are you?" Being able to understand and answer this question

without hesitation is the starting point for aspiring performers. Knowing yourself and

how to market yourself are crucial elements when the ultimate goal is to succeed in the

industry.

There is some basic information under this category that does an outstanding job

at providing performers with a starting point before they begin to dive deeper into

discovering themselves. Cohen and Calleri advise performers to discover who they are as

an actor so that they can bring that “them" into every audition and interview. First, they

should take stock of who they are physically: short, tall, skinny, fat, black, white, Asian,

Latino, balding, pimply, gangly, or muscular are a few physical characteristics that can be

identified. Second, what sort of person are they emotionally, such as Type A, shy.
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generous, etc.? Next, they should rank musical genres, such as book musicals, musical

comedies, golden age musicals, operas, concept musicals, rock musicals, pop operas.

jukebox musicals, film and television musicals, and relevance musicals, in the order in

which they think they will most likely be cast professionally. Then they should rank

these genres in order of how they would want to be cast. Next, performers should talk to

their friends and come up with a refined list combining their personal desires.

expectations and outside perceptions. Finally, they should make a list of actors they have
.seen “plity their [type ot*] roles"(Cohen 70-72). These role models should be successful
actors who share most of the same physical attributes and similar performing abilities as

them. This procedure combines performers’ personal desires with how their looks and

talents are currently demanded by the industry. Once performers complete these basic

steps, then they can figure out their personal "brand" or personal trademark so that they
can begin to market and eventually "sell" themselves to the casting directors in the

industry.

During a lecture for graduating musical theatre majors, Amanda Wansa Morgan,

professor at the University of Mississippi, explained the importance of branding in the

industry. She described how performers need to figure out their brand and what about it

makes them unique. The brand is solidified after they figure out "who they are" and how
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they want to market themselves. Some brand categories are ingenues, young leading

men, leading men and women, and character men and women. The qualities that differ

from performer to performer that make these limited brands unique are not usually talents
but other attributes that will aid in the marketing of the performer. Most professional

performers are talented, so why should one performer get cast over another talented

performer who is just as dedicated and driven?

To suipass the abundance of talented competition, Mrs. Morgan advised

performers to know their strengths. These should not be talent related, but personal
characteristics that make them special and easy to work with. Also, performers should

know their weaknesses and find ways to turn those into positives and use these to their

own advantage. This skill will end up assisting performers during interviews rather than

acting as a detriment. A good example of this is when performers who never say no to

opportunities tend to stretch themselves thin. This weakness can be phrased positively by
presenting it as. I am an overachiever, but great with time management.” What was

previously a negative now looks like a strength.
Performers need to pay attention, research, and work in the field in order to know

what brand is currently selling so that they can mold or adapt themselves accordingly.

Look at some stars and how they have rebranded themselves in order to maintain their
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credibility by continuing to get hired in prestigious entertainment roles. Jennifer Hudson

and Justin Timberlake are just two examples of people who have completely changed

“w ho they are" during their career. They have altered their personal image by which they
sell themselves and have been successful in each of the brands that they have sold. This

rebranding complemented their career desires as it adapted for a particular time in their

lives. This w as an attempt to stay on top of the industry changes and the current demands

for certain types. The overall question that performers have to be conscious of is “why

do they want to hire you"? Do they want to hire the Jennifer Hudson who is overweight

and matronly ? Or, do they want to hire the Jennifer Hudson who plays young and sexy?

The same analysis can be used to explain the rebranding for Justin Timberlake. He

formerly branded himself with the boy band innocent after his time with the Mickey
Mouse Club. Now he is sexy, manly, and mature. He has branded himself appropriately

during his career, which is why he is a performer who has consistently worked. He

changed his “brand" as the industry demanded and as his personal desires changed. If

Justin kept his brand as boy band innocent, he would not be successful today. As the

times change, so should the product. Knowing “who you are” is not setting an image in

stone, but being willing to adapt and mold a brand based on what is currently demanded

by the industry.
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Part of selling a product is knowing what shelves to put it on and when to switch
the shelving locations. Performers need to decide where they want to put their brand at

each point in their careers. When trying to answer this personal question, performers
need to consider their goals, plans and priorities. As the personal goals section “Is

Performing The Career for You?" located in this “how to" guide suggests, performers

should honestly set healthy financial realities. What jobs are getting them closer to their

goal of making a living out of performing? Performers must know themselves

completely and know their worth. With this in mind, it is advised to create a personal

high ball and low ball standard w'hen considering contract offers. These high and low

figures are monetary boundaries that should take into consideration the factors that make

performers lives “livable." These include health issues, stress levels, and family
demands. Also, they should not forget about the other miscellaneous needs that are the

important personal goals - marriage, travel, children, etc.- that performers should have

previously established for themselves before entering the industry. These monetary

needs vary person to person, but are extremely important! If these high and low ball

figures accurately match the worth and personal needs of the performer, then these

money amounts will be beneficial when the performer is considering accepting specific
contracts.
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Finally, it is important to remember that this business is completely subjective. Acting is
fun ami simple, ami we are lucky to be able to do it. However, getting the job is the hard
part. If you are overlooked at one audition, don 7 get discouraged; sometimes that
happens. However, if you are continuou.sly not getting jobs, then you may need to rethink
"who you are" as a performer and consider altering your "brand" so that itflatters the
currentjob market and its demands.
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Brief Overview of the Business and What it Entails
Now that you have decided that performing is the careerfor you and you have
established who you are as a performer, you need the knowledge ofthe differentjob
responsibilities within the musical theatre industry.

There is more lo musical theatre than Broadway and all of the glimmering lights

surrounding it. While the audience enjoys a lovely night at the theatre, they are

unknowingly experiencing a whole lot more work than what they see onstage. They are

also seeing the work of hundreds more people scattered within the musical theatre

organizational chart. Like the audience, there is a lot of behind-the-scenes.
administrative work that needs to be known, understood, respected, and acknowledged by

performers in order for them to fully grasp how the cut-throat industry they are a part of
runs. Once they obtain and use the knowledge of these jobs, such as the roles of agents.

producers, managers, casting directors, instructors, etc., they will become a

knowledgeable performer, which then increases their chances to succeed.

Below you can see a chart with the different occupations that are considered the

behind-the-scene jobs in the musical theatre industry. Dex Edwards, an associate

professor at the University of Mississippi and professional set designer, created an
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organi/aiional chart that rctlccls the typical League of Resident Theatres(LORT)

strucuiic - the largest professional theatre organization in the United States. It also

includes commc*n i.loparimental structures Iroin smaller Letter ot Agreement houses

(I.OA)- theatres that negotiate a specific number of union actors in a given cast - and

"Iatr-Profit" theatres. Further discussion of the occupations most relevant to performers

will folU)\\ the chart. These descriptions will then be used to explain how an

understanding of the knowledge presented can positively affect performers by assisting

them in ultimatclv aettine hired.
Please follow aloni^ this Journey and expand your knowledge as a performer.
Tvptcal Regional Thcatcf OraanUaUonal Chart
Board of Directors or Producer

Asst Artistic Director

General Manager

Comptroller

Payroll Acets. Payable
Guest Directors |Production Manager
Accountants
— Resident Designers
- Productlott Stage Manager
(Marketing OIr.
.('Stage Managers
P R Advertising
House Manager
; ASM's 'Props Runner f
Musical OIrs. Choreographer ! Interns
Company Mgr.
Ushers
‘ Interns
Facilities Manager
Orchestra
Asst. Chorco. ;
Dance Capt.
1
Staff / Custodians

Casting Director Dramaturge
literary Manger
Asst. Casting
Intern
Intern

Development Dir.
Corporate Gifts
Individual Gifts
Grant Writers
Volunteer Groups

Sales Box Office Mgr.
Group
Box Office
Tele-Marketing

Education Dir.
Faculty
Support Staff
Apprentices

Actors

T
Costume Designer —Hair/Makeup Des. r
: Asst. CD
I

T

Set Designer
Asst.SD i

Lighting Designer
Asst. LO '

Technical Director
Stage Derations Mgr.
Paint Charge
Crew Chief
Asst. Tech. Dir.
Asst. Charge
Draftsmen
Scenic Artists
Riggers Flys Grips
Painters
■props Runner
Interns
Interns
(Load In Over Hire)

— Costume Shop Mgr.
First Hand | Cutter / Draper(s)
Stitchers I Costume Crafts
Milliner Cobbler
Shopper/Buyer

Wardrobe Mgr. Wig/Hair Stylist
Dressers
Laundry
Interns

Scene Shop Mgr.
Shopper/Buyer
Mechanical Engineer
FXTech

Figure 1

Props Master
Props Artisans
Props Carp
Upholster
●Props Runner
Shopper
Interns

Sound Designer
Asst.SD ; / Composer

Master Electrician
Sound Engineer
Electricians
Board Op
FX
Deck Sound
Monitors
Board Op
Interns
Follow Spot Ops
Interns
(Load in Focus Over-Hire]

Master CarpenterI
I
Lead Welder
Lead Carp
Welders
Carpenters
Intern
Finish Carps.
Apprentices
Interns

Typical Regional Theatre Organizational Chart
Diagram by Dex Edwards
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Producers
Pixiduccrs arc self-employed, versatile managers who bring together creative

talent, pcri\M-mcrs. and technical experts to set up the best possible production of a

musical. The role oi' the producer demands considerable financial knowledge, good

contacts within the musical and stage trades, and the ability to discover and nurture talent.

They arc also the ones who provide the money for the show, so it is important to know

about their power and role within the industry. Without them, there is no funding, and

hence, no show.

Mike Isaacson is the present Executive Producer of the Muny Theatre in St. Louis

and the producer of many current popular shows including Bring it On, Legally Blonde.

and Thoroughly Modern Millie. In an interview (Appendix 1), he explains that it takes a

.special person, one who is able to ju

oo

le every aspect of a musical, and all different types

of people to make a good producer. These skills are essential for a successful producer to

embody and use. A producer must be really smart and a jack-of-all-trades. He goes on to

say:
I have to be able to talk to a set designer in his, or her, language; a costume
designer in his, or her, language; a board member in his, or her, language; I have
to be able to become Zelig. But the core of it is that you understand what that
needs to be (Appendix 1).
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Mr. Isaacson explains that a producer communicates with everyone requiring a well-

rounded. literate human being. He relates this “producer quality" to himself by admitting

that, “1 was never the best at anything, but really good at all things, and so I figured out
how to marshal that." Also, his core skill is he is an exceptional writer, which assists him

in expressing his desires and needs to the different job positions underneath him. Mr.

Isaacson has an undergraduate English degree and previously used this skill when he was

theatre critic and Journalist. Later in the interview, he .shares how he continued his

education by receiving his masters in business admini.stration. That business expertise

provides him the knowledge that secures his authority and profitability when producing
musicals.

Isaacson is a producer who never performed but has always enjoyed theatre. He

fully understands how it works, and how to direct and hence, produce. Other producers

gain the knowledge and readiness needed to produce from performing experience. Also,
in order to be seen some performers produce shows in which they are the star, in the hope

to propel their career forward. However, performers who do this typically find that they

truly excel in producing when as performers they had struggled. When aspiring artists

show interest in musical theatre, they think that performing is their artistic outlet, since

the performer is who the public experiences when they see a musical. However, the
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pmducers who arc not like Mr. Isaacson, trying performing first, find that their “hunger

to he a part of this industry is satisfied through another medium such as directing.

producing, or another of these behind-the-sccne jobs. Mr. Isaacson shares a truthful

philosophy, “if there is someone else in the room who was better doing the thing that I

am doing. I am always like. Okay,fm out.*' If people in any part of this industry find

this happening to them, they should not fight it. Instead, they should leave and find

another outlet among the abundance ofjobs available in musical theatre. The ambitions

of producers are very different from the aspirations of any other backstage job. In

comparison to the music industry, the hunger of a producer compares to the position of

the conductor, guiding the various instruments to create a unified sound. Furthermore, if

this were the game of baseball, Mike Isaacson would be the coach.

Mr. Isaacson explains that what he loves most about producing is working with

someone whose talent he respects, talking with the performers about how they can shape

that into the narrative, and finding... “that.” That” is the unique quality or attribute

contained in all performers that enables them to succeed. Mr. Isaacson thinks this

responsibility of the producer is the most important and the most personally satisfying of

the entire engagement.
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Mike Isaacstm discloses that he has worked with two major theatres in stable

producing positions since he decided to enter the industry full time. Along with

producing shows including Lei^ally Blonde. Thoroughly Modern Millie, and Bring It On,
he has had the stable position as the producer at the Fabulous Fox Theatre in St. Louis,

and now as the executive producer at The Municipal Theatre Association of St. Louis,

more commonly known as The Muny. There are many differences that can be expected

from pr(’)ducing shows at the Muny versus the national tours that come through The Fox.
The definitions of ‘'pmsenting" and “producing," the two types of producing categories.
can explain these differences. A producer's job at a strong regional theatre is similar to

producing a New York show or a Broadway national tour. This is what Mr. Isaacson's

current job at The Muny entails. Presenters are those who buy or put together annually a
number of Broadway shows for their own community. Mr. Isaacson clarifies this

difference:
I was the producer at The Fabulous Fox in St. Louis, and I was presenting.
However, the way to succeed in commercial theatre, which is very hard to
succeed in, is to learn that the best thing to do is be on every side of the table. So
for example, when the national tour of Thoroughly Modern Millie went out, I
was producing it, but then I was presenting it at The Fox (Appendix 1).
Most presenters are not-for-profit, though others are for-profit. Presenting is looked at as

wonderful service for the community and an economical anchor for the performing arts
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centers. Every city has its own mission for what theatre establishments, like the Fox in

St. Louis, do to benefit the populace. The Fox is a for-profit private commercial

enterprise, but the great thing about it is that it acts like a not-for-profit. Isaacson goes on

to explain that people would call him and say, “1 want to donate to The Fox; how do I do
it?" He would liave to tell them that he cannot accept donations. In response, the people
would say, “really, you guys are for-profit?" This common misunderstanding was a
result of Mike Isaacson's overall purpo.se and image of giving back to the community and
to the art td' theatre; by the way he went about presenting and producing during his time
at The Fox Theatre. He explains:
If you look at the arc of some of the shows 1 presented, and even some that we
produced, they weren't really about the money. It was about either an artist
we wanted to support, a material that needed to have a stage, it was a way to
serve a part of the community that didn't normally come through our doors.
And the great thing about that with the owners is that I totally had the freedom
and control to make those calls. They supported everything that I did. They
were unbelievable (Appendix 1).

Now that the job responsibilities of a producer have been further explained, it is

necessary to understand how this knowledge can be applied to specifically assist

performers. Often Mr. Isaacson is asked,“What stands out to you at an audition? Do

you sit in on auditions being the producer?" The answers to these questions provide
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extensive information for every performer, bestowing knowledge about producers'

expectations. Mr. Isaacson answers with:
In a Broadway environment, they have looked at hundreds of people before I am
in the room. Basically, for principal roles, you are continuously talking to the
director, and sort of know who is out there and you have been riffing. You get to
where the final three or four people are coming in and that is when I come into the
room. But most of the things I have produced in New York have been original
musicals. So, there is a whole conversation going on, because you have an actor
who informs the writing. So it is kind of a different thing. You think,‘Oh I
didn't think of that possibility,' but then you stcU-t to think about that and how
different relationships would play off. And in this process, Vm having to be
recruiting, and then going through auditions, and 1 haven't even done it once. So
I learn as it goes (Appendix 1).
After analyzing this information, it is inferred that the performer's best shot in being seen

by a producer eaiiier-on in the audition process is for a new musical, rather than a revival

of a show when the casting team is looking for a specific type of performer that has

traditionally been placed in that role. For a new musical, performers are free to develop a

character, and if their inteipretation of the role stands out to the director and producer.

impressing them, then their chances of getting hired dramatically increase.
The above information leads to the conclusion, that in order to gain connections.

performers need to understand the responsibilities and power of the industry’s producers

so that they can use these connections wisely. There is a certain amount of luck and

being in the right place at the right time when trying to land the next performing job.
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Mike Isaacson explains that there is a lot of determination on the part of performers

invoUed as well. He goes on to say that:
Broadw ay is a community. You know it's so funny how we talk about Sutton
Foster, because overnight w e had her resume for Thoroughly Modem Millie, she
w as in the tour of Les Miscrahles: she was in a ton. Through those opportunities,
pet^ple gtn to know her: future directors, future choreographers, and future
prculueers (Appendix 1).
It w as not Just her ama/ing triple-threat talent that made her successful, but also her

connections gained w hen she placed herself with the right people, leaving them with a

positive image td' her work ethic. Since Broadway and musical theatre is such a tight-knit

community producers use the talented people they meet along the way. One of the

reasons why Mr. Isaac.son took the executive producing job at The Muny is because he

can “fantasy cast." He calls people he wants to work with and says, “I've loved your

work. Do you want to come up here for three weeks and have the time of your life for

12,000 people a night and play so-and-so?" And he does this because he knows them, he

knows their friends, and other people say that they are wonderful to work with. This

knowledge of how a well-knowm, successful producer actually thinks and casts is critical

for performers to know so that they understand casting is not all about talent, but about

networking and leaving a positive image about themselves with everyone that they meet

along the way.
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An aiiribuic that most producers appreciate about their job is that they get to work

with ama/ing pci^plc who arc positioned in all of the different jobs within the industry.

Working u ith all of these people is not easy, but this can challenge producers to be better.
smarter, and more human. Producers must learn how to listen and connect. Once

cveryeme in a production is creating the same world on stage, the audience knows it.
Audiences are aw are w hen they are watching a show where all of the performers in the

pnulucticMi kmnv w hat they are doing and they are doing it together. Producers are

responsible for this relationship, and it is this connection that then composes a successful.

profitable production. This is w hy it is important for performers to understand and use
the know ledge of the behind-the-scenes-world in order to create this cohesiveness.

Producers look for informed, talented performers because this package is what leads to an

associated, prosperous production team.

In closing, Mike Isaacson says to the performer “that no stage, or no opportunity

is too big or too small. Do everything you possibly can, and see everything you possibly
can.“ This advice applies to young, soon-to-be performers:
Their historical knowledge of the craft and musical shows, and the cultures
surrounding these shows and why they came to be, is often times ridiculously
shallow. All of that information is out there; read a damn book. And do
everything you can to get in an environment where there are people whom you
respect, and you believe are good, and doing good work. Watch them, learn and
connect (Appendix 1).
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This siaicmeni is ihc humdation for why it is essential for performers to use this

ccmdenscd “lun\ \o" guide in order to increase their chances of becoming successful

performers. Performers cannot fool the producers or any of the other people responsible

for getting them hired. They should know these jobs' responsibilities and respect them to
the utmost e.xlent. Knowledge is power.

Directors

There are many types of directors who function in the musical theatre process.

The artistic director, musical director, choreographer, casting director, managing director,

and stage manager are all different directorial positions that are further defined and

examined below. Following these detailed descriptions is an analysis of how this

knowledge can further performers' success when it is understood and applied.

Under producers there are artistic directors, whose responsibilities are to cast the

show in conjunction with the musical directors and the choreographers. Artistic directors

should be able to clearly communicate the design concepts to the various designers and to

all department heads. These specific positions can be found on the chart provided at the

beginning of this chapter. In addition, artistic directors create the rehearsal schedule with

the assistance of musical directors, choreographers and stage managers, maintain the
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inlcgriiy ol the apprm ed production budget, attend all rehearsals and production

meetings, and provide producers with regular progress reports. Furthermore, artistic

directors needs to be available on a regular basis to all members of the cast and crew.

maintain responsibility for the production successfully reaching the stage, and finally.

ensure compliance with all copyright and contract conditions. This illustrates that there

are many c^bligations for artistic directors in any given production. The larger the

production, the heavier the responsibilities. Consequently, musical theatre productions

arc typically very large and extravagant so artistic directors practice all of the

responsibilities presented above.

Another directorial position, musical directors, prepare the cast musically, while

assembling, coaching and managing the necessary pit musicians and conduct the show.
Musical directors must maintain a liaison with artistic directors in order to support the

artistic vision of the production. They provide the producer with regular progress reports

and distribute the orchestral scores/parts to the musicians. Furthermore, they must collect

all orchestral scores and/or parts from the musicians at the end of the production and

ensure compliance with all copyright and contract conditions. The definitions for artistic

directors and music directors are similar because they are both directorial positions.
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While ariisiic dirccii'^rs in the hierarchy of power are over music directors, music

dircel(Ms have control over the music, which is essential in a musical.

In stmie produciiims, the director and choreographer are the same person.

However, often there is a separate person who is solely responsible for the choreography

(the dance movements used to express heightened emotion) and direction when there is a

musical underscore. This is because in musical theatre there are shows with demanding.

intricate choreography that is critical for the show's overall success. Whether the

choreographer is a separate person or the same person as the director, the responsibilities

are the same. Notice that there is some overlap in these jobs showing that all of these

directorial positions require a person w ith specific qualities and skills. The duties of

choreographers are to cast the show- in conjunction with the artistic and musical directors.

design the dance numbers and other stage movements to coincide with the artistic vision

of the production, and teach the cast the dance numbers and stage movements. They

have to attend all scheduled rehearsals and production meetings, maintain a liaison with

the artistic director in order to support the artistic vision of the production, and provide

the producer with regular progress reports. Like all of the other positions, they too have

to ensure compliance with all copyright and contract conditions. When examining these

responsibilities, notice that all of the duties for choreographers are shared with the other
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directorial positions except to design the dance numbers and other stage movements, and

to teach the cast the dance numbers and stage movements. However, this crucial

commitment is a huge component of “dance-heavy-musicals. This heightens the

importance of choreographers in the backstage world of the musical theatre business.

Bu.sine.ss managers are extremely important and become performers' “best

friend" throughout the production process, because they are in charge of paying

performers - or their agency which then pays performers. Business managers have other

responsibilities such as reporting to the producer, managing the staffing of all

departments, and scheduling and executing the move in and out of the theatre. Business

managers must attend all production meetings, maintain the integrity of the approved

production budget, and “assist producers as required." Assisting producers as required

indicates that producers have the ability to give business managers however much power

and responsibility as they want.

Casting directors typically work on a freelance basis, charging a set fee for each

production in which they are involved. They must possess strong interpersonal and

communication abilities because they work closely with producers, directors, writers.

casting agents and talent agencies. Furthermore, being a casting director requires a

flexible schedule because the job demands long hours often involving frequent travel to
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find lalcni, or mcci w iih producers, directors and other key production staff. Casting

directors came about when the producers and directors could not handle all of their

respcmsibilities and needed extra help (Cohen 168). Specific duties of casting directors

include reading scripts and collaborating with producers, directors and writers to create

breakdown notices. Breakdowns are brief de.scriptions of the physical attributes, skills

and experience sought in actors to portray particular characters (Wienir 219). Casting

directors then submit these descriptions to agents and talent agencies. From this

submission, casting directors receive prospective actors' headshots and resumes. They

then must sift through the resumes to select the most qualified actors to schedule them for

auditions (Cohen 169). Depending on the size and scope of a production, casting

directors may hold an initial round of auditions to decide which actors should be seen by

the producer and director. After each round of auditions, casting directors become

responsible for notifying and scheduling selected actors for additional rounds of auditions
until a final casting decision is made. While the casting decisions are ultimately up to

directors or producers, often casting directors influence the decision as to which actor is

cast for a particular role.
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Stage managers are critical to the production of a musical. They are especially

essential during the run of the production because at that point they are in charge of

keeping the show in the same shape the director left it. Once the production starts, it is

then the stage managers' show and they are the only ones allowed to give the cast “notes’'

(corrections or slight modifications) when the cast is not maintaining the show that the

director left. The webpage for the Stage Managers' Association, a national organization

for theatre stage managers, elaborates on this occupation, noting that stage managers need

to organize the audition process in association with the artistic and casting directors.
communicate the rehearsal schedule to the cast and crew, and record blocking notes.

They must also mark the rehearsal space by identifying the location of the edges of the

set and the various set pieces, ensure that the department heads of properties, wardrobe.

lighting, etc., are constantly informed of the needs of the artistic directors, and train and

supervise assistant stage managers as required. Stage managers maintain responsibility

for the security and compliance with all house rules and procedures of the rented

theatre/rehearsal space, ensure compliance with all health and safety rules, and guarantee

that all technical components function properly during the run of the production. Once

the house opens for a performance, stage managers control all aspects of the performance

by calling the cues for transitions such as lighting, sound, standby and prompt calls.
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Once a show enters the produetion run, stage managers are the most critical of the

backstage petitions. Furthermore, along with the other directorial positions, they must

attend all rehearsals and produetion meetings, maintain the integrity of the approved

production budget, and provide the producers with regular progress reports.

It is immensely important for performers to comprehend and acknowledge all of

these directorial positions. The backstage jobs are Just as important as the onstage work.

Performers can achie\ e a longer career when they respect these behind-the-scene jobs

and understand the importance of using the knowledge of these job responsibilities to

their benefit. Once employed, performers want to leave a production team with a positive

image in order to get hired again. Creating an image as a smart performer who is easy to

work with will act as a benefit for a long-lasting performance career.

The Representation: Agents and Managers

Jobprofiles.org does an excellent job of thoroughly describing occupations and

what they each entail for prospective employees. When browsing this site for

information about talent agents, a plethora of information is found. However, for the

puiposes of learning and analyzing job responsibilities, the following information is most
relevant:
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\vt>rk activities include meeting with potential clients to discover the
types of talent that they have a need for, networking and advertising the talent to
various clients to book auditions, try-outs and jobs, booking and scheduling
apptuntmerits for the talent, marketing talent agent services to obtain more
talented individuals to represent, arranging for training, photography session,
voice lesscms, modeling or acting lessons or other specialized training for various
talent, and finally, billing and collecting of fees due upon booking auditions or
obtaining employment (Job Profiles).

Thompson Milam, talent agent from Henderson Hogan and Ole Miss alumnus

explains that there ar e two different types of agents: there are “agents," and then there are

sharks." He explains that in order to be a shark, obtaining higher education such as a

law dcgi'ce, would be very beneficial in order to work at a big. successful" agency.

Successful is in quotation marks because this term is only describing the success rate of

the agency, not the success rate that performers gain from being a part of these agencies.

(This will be further clarified and discussed later when the advantage of performers

knowing about the responsibilities of their representation is verified.) Agents who desire

to be a shark, still have to go through that agency's specific training program. Mr. Milam

said, “Ifs a lot; it is kind of ridiculous. You literally start off in a mailroom, and you

have to stab the person in front of you to get ahead. To obtain a law degree and still

have to start in a mailroom might be discouraging for some who desire to work for a
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large talent (ilTice such as William Morris, Creative Artists Agency(CAA), or

International Creative Management (ICM).

This warning about the typical promotion process did not affect Ole Miss' own,

Sam Haskell, as he worked as a shark talent agent for William Morris. He represented

many famous performers and negotiated deals for his clients on Broadway, in film and in

television. A few of his many credits for booking musical theatre performers are Gary

Morris in l.es Miserahles, Debbie Allen in Sweet Charity, Phylicia Rashad in Into the

Woods, Marilu Henncr in Chicago, and Delta Burke in Thoroughly Modern Millie. He

explains “that when you have a dream to do something, you either have to explore the

option, and commit to following that dream fully, or put it on a shelf and move on with

something else." He had a strong sense of .self, and knew that becoming a talent agent is
what he wanted to do; so he went for it, achieved it, and excelled at it.

Mr. Haskell explains that when he was actively looking for new talent to

represent, he searched for people that evoked “confidence, presence, and had good eye
contact." He wanted talent that could make him smile. These are very simple things that

performers can easily do that will assist them in getting signed by an agency. Performers

often try to over-think, causing them to lose sight of the simple things that are usually
more important. During a personal interview, Sam Haskell was asked,“What knowledge
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about agencies, their structure, or how agents do their job, is critical for performers to

know and understand so that thev can become a more successful performer in return?"

His answ er: “The agency is only as good as the agent who represents you. Develop a

special relationship with one great agent, and the rest is a piece of cake." The agent's Job

is to book the performer, so if the agent is good, this is what he or she will do, and the

performer will get work. If a talent agent's client is getting a pay check, the agent is

usually getting ten percent of that amount. This is motivation for talent agents to get their

clients booked as often as possible.

Mr. Haskell supports the claim that is essential for performers to develop a special

relationship with their agent in order to receive the agent's utmost attention. This is a

difference found between large and small talent agency offices. The smaller the agency,

the larger the relationship is between agents and clients. At laiger offices, like the one

Mr. Haskell worked at, performers get signed by the agency and then have to work hard

on developing a special relationship with their agent in order to maximize the benefits

that agents from firms of that size can provide.

Managers are another type of representation that in some instances act like

agents, but also hold a separate Job with different responsibilities. Agent Thompson

Milam explains that managers help clients with their schedules and connections, but are
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noi allow ed

submit and negotiate performers like agents do. When agents submit

performers, they are getting them the audition. If performers are offered the job, their

agent then negotiates the salary and other faetors of the contract. Since managers are not

allowed to submit and negotiate, it is less important for musical theatre performers to be

represented by (.me. Managers are very involved and more critical for television and film

performers. They are less interested in musical theatre performers since they do not

make much mcmey from theatre bookings. How'ever, well-known, established musical

theatre performers can benefit from having a manager to help advise their career goals

and help organize their intricate schedules. If performers desire to hire a manager, it is

advised for them to seek advice from their agent and thoroughly interview the candidates.

Performers need confidence to get an agent and/or a job in this industry. All

managers and agents speak of “confidence" and how important a quality it is for

performers to embody in every audition and performance. Notice that throughout this

section, performers are referred to as the talent. This is because that is exactly what

performers are. While they are individual human beings, they are also their own product

that they are hoping to sell. The agent's job is to sell the talent that performers contain.

For this talent to be sellable, performers need to be confident.
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AkMig u ilh knowing the job responsibilities that include those of the

representation and knenving how to embody confidenee, performers should also explore

talent agents* and managers* personal desires so that they can be the performer who will

fulfill those needs. When performers meet their representation's expectations, it aids

them in gaining the desired close relationship. This bond will assist performers in

booking jobs through their agents. Sam Haskell states that his biggest pleasure in being

an agent is seeing performers* dreams come true. He also admits that the worst part

about being a talent agent is “helping clients deal with rejection." This should inform and

caution performers about how much regret and disappointment they communicate with

their agent when being rejected for a role. Rather than sharing their frustration,

performers should use rejection as fuel to energize themselves and get out there and

audition more in order to land a contract. While performers can get discouraged and may

wish to talk to their agent about this, agents do not like hearing about it and nor do they

like helping performers with despair. This is not the agent’s job, and performers who are

knowledgeable will know not to push the personal relationship boundary too far.

Finally, performers need to be aware of the quality of service they are actually

receiving at an agency and if this is a fit right for their needs. Smaller agencies are going

to offer more personal attention to each of their clients, but may not hold the same impact
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in Ihc audiliiMi mom as larger agencies. However, performers who are still growing and

who need persiMial attention and guidance - but are not ready for a manager - would do

best with a small agency, where they will best further their careers. A smaller agency.

like Henderson Hogan where Thompson Milam works, does not mean a bad agency - it

just simply means small. This should be common knowledge, but is often forgotten by

career driven performers. On the other side ot the coin lie larger agency offices, like

William Morris where the well-known agent, Sam Haskell, worked. While performers

do find work under these larger agencies, there are also actors who are represented by

smaller agencies landing jobs. Performers need to keep in mind, often actors with larger

agencies are overlooked, becau.se those who have already made a name for themselves

are taking priority in the agency office and getting the work.

Thompson Milam expands on this by communicating the fact that some agencies

are known to have multiple performers of the same character type. Therefore, one agency

can control the competition for the specific roles in that type, since they are the ones who

submit the performers they represent for auditions. For example, if there is an audition

notice with a character breakdown looking for “a tall brunette who can dance and is a

strong mezzo soprano". Ole Miss Senior, unknown performer, and author, Emily Wicks,

would want to audition - as would everyone else who is this type. If all those who fit the
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character dcscripiicm - along with Ms. Wicks - are with the same talent agency, then that

office is not going to send all of them in for that particular audition. The agencies do this

to help the one performer of that type they send, limiting the competition, and

maximizing the agency's chances at booking the part for that performer. This example

shows that if bigger agencies want to represent a given performer, it does not necessarily

mean that his or her career is in the office's best interest. While agents want to help

performers get work, in the end, it is essentially about the careers of the agents.

themselves. They w ill not lose money by having a lesser known talent as a client, but if

they book the bigger, higher paying performers, they will bring in more money. No

matter what size the agency office, it is important to remember that it is better to have no

representation at all, than bad representation.
The above illustrates the need for performers to be aware of the roles of agents

and managers within the musical theatre industry, so that they can smartly utilize this

backstage service that representation offers in assisting them to succeed in this cut-throat

industry. The book. Acting Professionally, presents the basic raw facts for actors, and

instructs them to “do great at the auditions they send you out to so that the agents receive

praise for sending you even if you do not land the role”(Cohen 167). Once performers

find the right representation for their needs - someone who they can personally connect
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with - and an agency that will assist them in advancing in the musical theatre industry, it

is inipcirtant tci keep that representation.

Once pertbnners are completely confident that they have found the right

representation team, they must remember that they are the captain of their team. The

agent and manager are employees. Finally, when the monetary resources are available,

and when the performers' talents and services are in high demand, a later addition to the

representation team would be to consider hiring a lawyer and a publicist.

Performers

Performers create the spectacle of musical theatre. They present the work of the

behind-the-scene persons through live theatre, utilizing singing and dancing when the

emotion onstage is heightened enough for those two mediums to be warranted. Associate

Professor, Rene Pulliam, former professional musical theatre performer and head of the

musical theatre program at The University of Mississippi, teaches that in musical theatre

singing occurs when the emotion is heighten so that words alone are not enough to

express the needs of the character. And following, dancing is used when the emotion is

so high that singing is not even enough. Performers need to understand this concept and

be able to perform in all three mediums - acting, singing and dancing - in order to
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properly cxcculc the an t\^rm of musical theatre and give the productions justice.

Paralleling this, aeti^rs themseU es must have a specific structure to their psyche, passion
and drive in order to perfcuin for others. Producer Mike Isaacson explains, “that when

you see a really great stage actor, there is a hunger there. And that isn t a hunger I had or
have." This introduces the fact that there are contrasting drives and emotional needs

particular tt^ the varit^us backstage jobs ditterent trom the desires instilled within

performers. Those \\ ho ha\ e the skills, hunger, and passion needed by performers, must

be also understand the responsibilities and lull Job de.scription of the performer. Once

performers know the backstage Jobs in the theatre, they need to understand the three basic

components and areas of the performers' Job, as stated in Cohen and Called s book.

Actiti^ Professionally: Raw' Facts About Careers in Acting. These include:

1) establishing yourself: 2) the casting room: and 3) other opportunities.

Establishing Yourself:

Once performers choose and move to their desired home-base location (which

should be New York for the aspiring musical theatre performer), it is essential they

establish themselves. First, they need to find a place to stay at a reasonable price and

well within their budget (Wienir 231)- so they can survive as performers. George

Heslin, a New York director, advises that actors find a space that they can call home, and
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feel ccMiifi^riable and safe in. Since performers do a lot of work from home it is important

to not sublease (or loo long, and find a home matching Mr. Heslin’s standards.

Perbn-mcrs need to secure a few details right away. These include a finding a

source of incimic. purchasing an electronic communication device, obtaining headshots.

and developing a resume (Cohen 98). When performers are trying to establish

themselves they need to get a job - besides acting - as a source of reliable income in

order to pay for the essentials of survival. Performers also need income to cover the costs

of professional photographs and clas.ses. While these are a luxury for most occupations.

they are essential for professional performers. There are many alternative, steady jobs in

the industry that performers can obtain (which are further discussed in the Other

Opportunity section). This can be waiting tables, babysitting, walking dogs, or working a

desk Job (Wienir 34). The key to finding a job for the sole purpose of providing a steady

income is finding a job that is flexible in schedule and pays well. This is important so

performers can still be free to go to auditions and master the “Casting Room” part of the

job fundamentals.

As for communication - performers will need to be available 24/7. They will

need to have a phone with call-waiting and a dependable voicemail, email, and wireless

email (Cohen 100). Having a reliable, in-service phone and a workable, dependable
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computer is ii\so not an option for performers, but a necessity, because this is how

auditions are scheduled, offers are iziven, and contracts are received.

Headshots are the performers' way to get an audition since these are submitted to

casting directors, who view them to decide which performers to schedule for a personal
audition. Lhilike other fields, musical theatre is a business about “how you look," and it

is legal to consider physical appearances when hiring. Therefore, performers may want

as many as 4 tc^ 5 \ arious types of colored photos of themselves. They need to keep in

mind that it is important for the photographs to actually look like them. Sometimes

performers like to look better in their picture than they actually look in reality in order to

land auditions, but if they do not look like the photo when they get into the casting room.

they are not going to get hired anyway because they are not what the casting people

expected. Also, if casting directors call a performer in for a type they assumed the

performer fit from viewing the photograph, but it is not his or her actual type, the casting

agent’s time is wasted, which will not further the performer in his or her career (Wienir

219). Photographs that accurately look like performers should communicate their

personality, energy, appeal, and vitality (Cohen 101). Once this type of photograph is

obtained, performers need to always have it available and on hand.
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While headshots are wanted by musieal theatre casting agents, it is smart for

performers to ha\ e three-qiiarter shots as well when trying to get performing side jobs to

bring in extra income. This type of photograph, previously and occasionally still

considered a emnmereial headshot. is desired by directors who are casting dancers, young

performers, and film jobs, such as commercials, short films, extra work, and television

w alk-cm redes. Three-quart shots need to clearly display the eyes, nose, mouth, ears and

hair in simple, direct lighting. The.se commercial headshots also need to be a more casual

appearing photo when compared to the theatrical headshot demanded from musical

theatre performers.

Photographer, Daniel Colegrove, explains that theatrical headshots “typically

consist of a more serious look and dramatic lighting accentuating the entertainers

features." These images have stage actors presented dramatically “in character," while

accurately looking like the actors. Special make-up, hair styling, dramatic posing and

lighting are typically a must for theatrical images. While touchup is suggested for

headshots, it is important to keep touchups to a minimum, not altering performers’

natural features. The.se are the photos that performers will want to send off with their

resume and use in other promotional materials like playbills and articles. Research

consistently supports that for all types of performing mediums, color headshots are
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becoming the rule rather than the exception. The final piece of advice about the

importance and essentiality of headshots is that if performers want to be professional

actors, then they need to get professional photos.

The next step fcM' performers who are trying to establish themselves is to create

and maintain a re.sume. Performers' resumes are a single page that lists their contact

information, union affiliation, acting experience, training, and special skills. Shown

through research, there are eontlicting opinions about the performer resume and whether

or not it should include physical characteristics. The more accepted opinion is that these

should not be included. This allows more space to share and sell other credentials and is

a huge advantage since the resume is limited to one page. Furthermore, resumes are

almost always paired with performers' headshots, which shows these characteristics

anyway, so it is redundant to also place them on the resume. Thompson Milam, an agent
who is in constant contact with resumes - whether he is receiving them from performers

or sending off the resumes of the performers he represents to casting agents - makes a

point that not including physical characteristics can work to the performers’ advantage.

If a character breakdown lists a certain height range, Mr. Milam can only submit people

exactly in that height range if the height is presented on the resume. If this physical

characteristic is not on the resume, he can still submit people he thinks would work or
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blend with ihc desired height range with the assistance of their other characteristics that

may fit the character breakdown perfectly. A final word on the resume is that neatness

and clarity are important, and the quality of credits is better than the quantity.

Other things that can assist performers, but are not essential when trying to get

established, are reels and websites. Reels show actors in performance and have become

virtually necessary for film or television work, and are strongly encouraged for stage

work (Cohen 125). Reels should be 1 -3 minutes long and can be placed on performers’

websites. With a professional website performers can also provide all of their marketing

materials with a few simple clicks of a mou.se. This is only beneficial once all of the

fundamentals are complete, and when performers are looking for ways to market

themselves and present their talent to the public. Musical theatre instructor, Amanda

Wansa Morgan tells performers to take pride in their resume, portfolio, print materials

and online presence. vShe advises performers to archive legally, create a personal style,

acknowledge training and know what it represents.

Another item that performers need to create when they are trying to establish

themselves is their audition book. These books or binders include current audition

material that is appropriate and known by performers, consisting of their current “go to”

songs and monologues. It should not contain multiple songs of a single genre, but their
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best couple of songs from all genres and styles, preparing performers for any audition

request oi' any style at any given moment. Musical theatre performers must have classic

and contemporary musical theatre songs - both ballads and up-tempos. Also, they must

have a selection cd' non-musical theatre songs since the casting room is starting to request

alternative, complimentary styles like country, rock-n-roll, and jazz. Immediately after

deciding to pursue a performance career, performers need to establish an audition book

that flatters them to the utmost extent. Audition books hold great significance to

performers and should be continually growing and changing as their talents develop and

they find more flattering material.

After gathering all of these essential establishing materials performers would

benefit by Joining a union. However, this is easier said than done. To be apart of an

acting union, actors need to meet the requirements of eligibility placed by the unions.

Actors Equity Association (AEA), Screen Actors Guild (SAG), and American Federation

of Television and Radio Artists(AFTRA)are the three principal actor unions that
performers should try to gain membership from when trying to establish themselves. If

there were no actor unions, actors would not get minimum salaries, health benefits, fair

working conditions and pensions"(Cohen 138). While these are all important benefits.

and assist in the overall well-being of performers in these unions, there are also negatives
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for performers JcMning a union before they are ready. For example, union members

eannol accept non-union work, which then limits their employment opportunities and

raises the caliber of performers for which they will be competing for jobs. However, this

competitiem should not be a fear for performers who are confident in their abilities and

plan on making performing a career rather than a hobby, but a Joy since union performers

receive preference to non-union performers during the audition process. This creates

higher quality, but less quantity of competition. Often, talented performers who are not a

member of a union get overlooked, and sometimes not even seen, because the priority is

given to the union performers. Also, union Jobs pay more than non-union Jobs and this

extra money is critical to the welfare of professional performers considering that the

salary for actors is low because of the high supply super-exceeding the comparable low

demand. Finally, union fees should be expected and appreciated by all performers when

looking at the services and regulations that the union not only offers, but demands for the

actor members. The book Making it on Broadway shares personal stories of actors’ lives

before unions were established summarizing it as “pretty horrific’’ supporting the fact that

the .services and regulations placed by unions are an asset to performers (46). This

information is needed for performers to accurately and successful establish themselves.
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The Castimz Room:

The casting room is \\ here performers want to be at all times and this is the first

step in the audition prcKess which can get them hired. Once performers get into the

casting rocmi, their

is to entirely present the talents they offer. There are different

situations performers can encounter in the casting room depending on the type of

audition. Performers need to know the common scenarios they can expect to encounter.

Appropriately and accurately responding to the situations presented in casting rooms is

the most acknowledged Job responsibility of professional performers. Performers are

responsible for knowing, and then applying, the casting room skills when the

corresponding situation presents itself. The casting process includes three parts: 1) the

introduction; 2) the audition; and 3) the interview. The opportunity to experience all

three parts only occurs if performers are advanced after completion of the previous step.

However, dismissal is a step that is commonly used in the casting room at any point

during these three steps and marks the end of that casting room experience.

The introduction in the casting room process is more important than naive

performers realize. The personnel sitting behind the table in the casting room make

assumptions and conclusions about each performer immediately when he or she walks in

the door - before the performer starts the actual audition. A commonly accepted phrase
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in the musical theatre industry is, “you are always auditioning in everything you do, and

everywhere you go." This needs to be remembered at all times, in all situations in order

to succeed in the industry - and should be applied to the casting room. During the

introduction phase of the casting room process, performers should take in the

psychological temperature of the room as soon as they open the door. Then, they should

adjust themselves accordingly and always remember to keep the chitchat to a minimum.

Another valuable suggestion for this phase is for performers to not shake hands unless

casting directors extend their arms first. While this phase is extremely important, it is

also very short and brings the performer to the audition.

Learning how to audition, and how to audition brilliantly is not an asset; it s a

necessity"(Cohen 181). In the audition, performers need to take charge, deliver the

goods, and “shape" the director, making them “have-to-have" them in their show. There
are different types of auditions that performers will encounter during their career.

General auditions, readings, and pre-readings, are the three types of auditions that

performers should familiarize themselves with (Wienir 49). Performers should prepare

for general auditions in advance with non-specific, flattering material. Readings are for a

specific part and performers are given material directly from the play. However, it is best

to come to a reading with the material as memorized as possible. Pre-readings are how
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casting directors weed out performers when selecting the top choices that they will

present to the producer and director for casting selection. Another important audition tip

for perfe^mers is to choose a piece that portrays a character similar to a type they would

play, but is different and exciting from overdone or well-known material. These

suggested requirements will help performers not only present appropriate material, but

also create a unique and memorable audition.

If performers make a distinguished impression on the casting personnel or panel

during the audition, the next step is to receive a call-back audition. Performers are called

back when companies and/or casting directors want to see more from them. For most

callbacks, auditionees receive the material that they are required to perform. This

material is often given to the performers 30 minutes in advance, and occasionally 30 days

in advance. However, no matter how far in advance the material is given to performers.

they should always hang on to their script at the callback. Directors like to give

adjustments to performers, and if personal choices are locked in and memorized along

with the script, these adjustments may be hard to make. The preparation goal for the call

back is do the expected research on the show, connect to the material, and “nail it.

During the audition, there is an attitude that performers need to exercise and this

persona should come from the hunger that is in all performers. In the casting room.
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performers are not there just to get the part, but to be remembered and hopefully called

back for future auditions. Whether they get the job or not, performers should leave the

room pleased fc^r the opportunity to show their work. Performers must channel this

energy during the callback process in order to get an interview.

Interviews come after auditions, and can be more important than the audition.

since the casting directors only interview the top people they see in the role. Even though

the interview’ does not showcase the actual talents and personal abilities performers are

trying to sell, it is a taste of the type of service that they could offer. During the

interview, performers should assume that the casting people believe that they - and

everyone else being interviewed — fit the role and have the talent needed to be hired. The

interview is the performer's time to assure the production staff that he or she is easy and

enjoyable to work with. The directors will be spending a lot of time with whoever they

hire, so they need to be able to enjoy spending time with the person they offer the

contract to in order to have a smooth rehearsal process. This will then assist in the

overall success of the show. Something for performers to remember when being

interviewed is that nobody gets a job because they need it, so they should not appear

desperate, but rather, interested and intrigued with the opportunity to provide performing
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services. F'Lirihcrmorc, everyone is (or ean act) polite. Therefore, performers should do

something memorable io make the easting agents connect to them.

If pertbrmers makes it through all three parts of the casting room process without

dismissal, then twa^) final possible steps await accomplished and optimistic performers:

the final cut tu- the job offer. The desired outcome, the job offer, is also the less

common step for performers to receive during the casting room process. The high

probability of experiencing rejection after leaving a casting room can cause performers

understandable discouragement after repetitive trips to different casting rooms for various

Jobs. However, the outcome of rejection is unavoidable in this industry, since there are

thousands of performers trying to obtain each part that is being cast.

Christopher Reeve, a successful performer and America's Superman, experienced

this unfavorable statistic Just like all performers. Everyone can agree that Christopher

Reeve was very talented and fortunate enough to make a career out of performing.

During a lecture on theatre business, Joe Turner Cantu - head of the acting program at

The University of Mississippi - shares Reeve's successful audition approach he practiced

throughout his performance career and how this is currently relatable for all aspiring

performers. Reeve's method to avoid discouragement when dealing with rejection was to

tell himself that he was not going to get hired until after the nineteenth audition. He
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made himscir believe lhai his nineteenth lime in the casting room was when he was going

to get hired. I'his encouraged him go to as many auditions as possible so that he could

gel to the nineteenth audition. This then gave him unintended exposure and audition

practice. Ree\ e ne\ er made it to the nineteenth audition before he got an offer because

his approach kept him mentally healthy since he was not expecting a job offer at any of

the auditions besides the nineteenth one. Christopher Reeve's approach worked for him,

and kept him hopeful when booking Jobs, and eventually resulted in him becoming a

popular performer.
Performers' mental health is critical, and is linked to the quality of their

performances. With the musical theatre industry being so cut-throat, it is essential that

performers expose their talents to the utmost extent in the casting room each and every

time they get the opportunity to audition. Performers cannot book jobs, or expect

themselves to book jobs, when they are not giving quality performances or auditions.

This requires performers to search out and find an approach to tackle and overcome the

unavoidable outcome of rejection. It is important to remember, as Cohen and Calleri

state: “If you are talented, and if your contacts, interviews, auditions, and readings have

gone brilliantly, you MAY be offered the job"(Cohen 219). So rejection is a step

performers must deal with. When performers accomplish this task, and continue to
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audition sirongI\, they will come across the final outcome ofjob offers,just like

Christopher Reeve.

The step fidlow ing the job offer is to consider the job, and then to accept or

decline the coffer after final negotiations take place. Performers need to be fully aware of

the specific requirements and obligations of the job before accepting. Nudity is a

requirement for siune performance jobs that can create moral and ethical dilemmas for

performers and it needs to be considered when contemplating accepting the job. Apart

that requires nudity could have an affect for actors* long-term careers. Making it on

Broadway has a chapter titled “Sex in the Workplace." showing that performers do

encounter these dilemmas while working professionally. Also, Amanda Wansa Morgan,

Assistant Professor of Theatre at the University of Mississippi, advises performers to
know their worth and consider ethical and moral standards when determining this self-

worth. The final, foreseeable consideration performers need to contemplate when

presented with a job offer is whether the job will assist them in their ultimate goal, or

keep them from auditioning for bigger, more important roles that will further their overall
careers. Cohen and Calleri propose the questions, “Is the role too small, is the contract

too long, or the play offensive?" in order to assist performers during the process of

considering the offered contract. Unless a job requires something in which performers
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are unccMiilbriahlc u ilh morally or ethically, or unless the job would directly steer them

away from their ultimate career goals - they should take the job! For performers to land

a contract, they wcnild ha\ c successfully gone through the casting room process and beat

the inescapable c'xJds. Furthermore. Cohen and Calleri support this by stating, “It has

been shown by many that one job will lead to another...!"(Cohen 222). Accept the offer

unless there is a iiood reason not to.

Other opportunities is the final of the three basic elements that will complete the

understanding of the job path for performers. If musical theatre performers land a part on

Broadway, “their minimum weekly salary will be $1,653($700 per week extra for tours

travel expenses)”(Cohen 223). However, this is only $85,956 for one year’s worth of

constant Broadway work. Additionally, a year contract is a very long and rare contract

for the industry since that art form is continuously evolving. This net amount is before

taxes, paying the agent and manager, and paying unions bills. Furthermore, it is

expensive to live in New York, while keeping up with acting essentials, like photographs

and continued training (Wienir 233). This illustrates, that exclusively limiting jobs to the

musical theatre industry is not an option for economic survival. A second source of

income is needed for musical theatre performers to make a comfortable career in the

industry, even if they are booking parts on Broadway. Fortunately, there are other
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empk^ymcnt c^pptMiunitics in the broad entertainment industry, such as performing in

commercials, shi^rt films, television walk-on roles, and modeling. These are just a few

examples of performance jobs that musical theatre performers can take in order to make

more money, while indirectly assisting themselves in their desired field by building their
resumes and makinu connections. During these freelance or side Jobs, if performers are

easy to work with, behave well on the set, and are fully prepared, healthy, alert, ready.

eager and professional, they will have a high chance of getting hired again since word

and reputations spread fast (Cohen 227-230). This helps create a steady income,

.something that all professional performers hope and strive for.

Besides the need of economic survival, it is also to performers' advantages to use

and create other opportunities to stay desirable in order to continue booking jobs.

Performers can explore these other opportunities by perfecting their special skills through

comedy or solo performances, or performing in academic theatre. Furthermore, it can be

smart for performers to get involved with the behind-the-scene jobs, to not only make

extra money, but to stay informed and become better performers as a result of the

knowledge and expertise acquired while working from a different angle in the industry.

The gathered research unequivocally concurs that working at any of these backstage jobs
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within the theatre organizational ehart (Figure 1) such as an agent, producer, manager or

instructor, are all alternate or supplemental options.

Establishing \ luirself. the easting room, and other opportunities are the three basic

areas that fall under the job necessities for successful performers. This knowledge is not

enough for perfcn niers to become successful in the industry, but is expected, and

absolutely needed, to be considered to be cast as a performer. Actors in the theatre

business, like those in other industries, do not reach their personal maximum successes

by doing the bare minimum - but from pushing and utilizing as much knowledge as

possible in order to get ahead, grow , and then get promoted. This business promotional

theory applies to musical theatre performers even though they are marketing themselves.

a unique product that is view^ed and desired differently and subjectively by the consumers
- the directors.

Training

Performers can engage in many, available instruction opportunities in order to

become skilled in their craft. A unique quality about the performing career is that it is

subjective and that there is no specific training needed to become successful. However,

Cohen and Calleri state, “that every actor must have training and experience no matter
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how natural In talented, attraetive, sexy, and individual you are"(Cohen 32). Luckily,

training is present in many w ays and through many options. A few of the popular options

are university or college training, professional classes, and apprenticeships.

Recently, higher education, such as a bachelor of fine arts undergraduate degree

(BFA), and scunetimes going higher to receive a master of fine arts degree(MFA), has

become a popular w ay lor performers to receive the training needed to succeed.

Professors, who have an emphasis in the area of performers' interests, instruct this

training. A few academic majors that can assist aspiring performers are musical theatre,

dance, acting, vocal performance, and even psychology. The process of acting - creating

a character different from performers themselves - is easier once performers accurately

understand how psychology works. While creating characters with psychological depth

may not be an area that needs to be trained and strengthened for one performer, it may be

the need Ibr another. Getting a psychology degree could be the training needed to take
some actors' talents to the next level.

If receiving a performance degree either in dance, musical theatre, vocal

performance, acting etc. is the choice made, it is important to thoroughly look into

programs at different institutions to decide what is going to best assist them in creating

and obtaining a career as performers. Some points to look for when researching different
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programs are. a t aL*iili\ \\ nil professional experience, a faculty that is currently working

in professional iheaire, pro\imii\ to ongoing professional theatre activity, the

(Jcpurimcnt\ hut/get. a stn>ng a/inn/n reaia/ and a shourase ptY/brmance upon

grackialion.

Thomjison Milam, an C')le Miss graduate and current New York talent agent.

peaks about the name of the college performers chose and how attending can atfect their

employment;
It is about \\ here \ ou go to sclux'>l. because Ole Miss doesn t showcase. So no
one knows w ho is coming in and ou\ of that department. You don't have the
luxury of being an N'l'Lh or Ithaca, or Carnegie Mellon, or Michigan that all
have show cases here in the city. And you don't have an alumni that works at a
casijnu office (hat can make \'our program that much better. There are some
offices in the city that have the reputation of being responsible for getting the
SL'hool

their reputation beeause they have alumni who are extreme/}' well

placed casting direclctrs (Appendix 2).
This claim coming fVcmi a talent agent supports the idea that receiving training from a

prestigious musical theatre program can assist performers by providing the extra luxury

of exposure, connections, and networking opportunities.

Profe.ssional classes arc another backstage job that prepares performers to do

their job. Naive, aspiring actors can use these classes to receive needed training, but

professional classes are more beneficial to estabiis/ied actors for conuuuing education

purposes. 'Fhis is because many are located in New ^'ork City, taught hv current e.xpcrts
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in the indiisiry, and nuirc specifically focused than the generalized university training.

Furthermore, there are possible connections that can be made by attending these

professional classes since the instructors are currently involved in the business. This is

great for those w ho already have training and are wishing to grow, and network.

However, it is also important for performers to be at a talent level where they are ready to

start showcasing their product to these experts in class. Most professional classes

audition prospective students so this usually protects those who are not ready to be seen.

Apprentice.ship.s are a third possible training medium that offers development

opportunities by alkn\ ing young performers to work on show's with professionals,

receiving hands-on training. For every occupation, the job is a lot different than it seems

in the classroom. This is why people going into the medical field complete clinicals

before graduating, and why education majors are required to student teach to become
certified. Working side-by-side w'ith professionals is a way that many fields provide
students with a well-rounded education.

The best musical theatre apprenticeships are at LORT theatres (League of

Resident Theatres) that offer seasonal and year-round work. Oxford Shakespeare

Festival, located on the University of Mississippi's campus during the summer, offers

apprenticeship positions for those interested in gaining this first hand experience. There
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are many other theatres that are connected with a university program, like the one at Ole

Miss, that olTer similar training experience. There are also regional theatres with no

university ccmncction that offer apprenticeship positions allowing aspiring performers to

grow and learn, such as La Jolla Playhouse in San Diego and Arena Stage in Washington,

DC. In addition to helping young actors, apprenticeships save money for the theaters.

because the companies do not have to pay a full contract to every single performer that

they utilize in their productions.

Performers are encouraged to utilize all the training opportunities available, in

order to become as know ledgeable about their craft as possible. Agent, Sam Haskell's

most important piece of advice for performers who are interested in making theatre a

career is to, “be educated and know your craft backward and forward. You must be

prepared by having experience.” Performers obtain this education and experience in

various ways, because different learning methods are more effective for certain people.

For example, a performer could attend a university that has a New York showcase, and

whose program focuses on his or her weaker skills in order to become the triple threat

that this entertainment form requires. After a performer finds a university program and

begins that education, he or she could apply for available apprenticeships over the
summer seasons. This way the performer could practice the training learned through
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higher educaiicMi by performing at a regional theatre working with professionals. After

this performer shcn\ cased in New York, made connections, completed the university

training, performed professionally as an apprentice, and simultaneously acquiring credits

for their resume, they can then attempt a career as a performer. Furthermore, it is advised

to continue training throughout by taking professional classes to stay up to date with the

demands of the industry, and continue to grow and mature while networking to reach his

or her career goals. This is just one scenario ot how an aspiring performer could utilize

these three educational options to fit their needs in order to become successful.

Finally, the people who provide the training for performers, such as college

profes.sors, private coaches, instructors, and directors who work with apprentices, are all

positioned in backstage Jobs that are responsible for the existence of the art form of

musical theatre. Without training, there would not be successful performers, and then

there would not be a musical theatre industry because no one would buy tickets to

musicals that are not being performed by captivating performers. Some performers have

natural talent, but it is when that talent is found, trained, guided, and defined that

performers have the option, and ability, to become a charismatic, professional

performers.
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The Rest of the Smaller, vet Important Roles

The organi/aiional chart (Figure 1) provided at the beginning of this section

shows many more backstage jobs w ithin the musical theatre industry. These jobs are all

important, and without them, the art form would not be able to exist. Performers need to

appreciate all of the people in these smaller jobs in every contract they ever accept.
because these jobs are directly responsible for allowing them to perform. Also, if actors

are currently unemployed there are tons of behind-the-scene jobs they can apply for that

will enable them to meet people on the other side of the table that might assist them in

getting hired dow n the road.

Closing Remarks

The provided theatre organizational chart (Figure 1) is a great resource for all

performers to keep with them and reference during their careers. While all of the jobs.

large and small, are needed to produce a musical, they should also be known.
acknowledged and respected by performers in order to create relationships in the

industry. Performers never know when they might need a connection to book a job for

which they are auditioning. The musical theatre world is very small, and it is important

to network appropriately and maintain a positive image with as many contacts as
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possible. These backstage jobs must be shown the gratitude that they deserve, but do not

often receive.

Finally, the analyzed description of the more important backstage jobs given is

critical knowledge for performers to remember. Furthemiore, the understanding of the

importance of gaining, retaining, and updating that knowledge enables performers to

have the ability to become successful. Ultimately, when this up-to-date knowledge is

applied and appropriately used by performers, they then increase their chances of

maintaining a lifetime professional performance career.
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Becoming an Authority in the Musical Theatre Industry

While in musical theatre, performers are the product: they are also the

entrepreneurs of that product. Performers differ in talent, connections in theatre.

knowledge of the business, and physical appearance. With this being the case, performers

need to view their career as a “business plan". New York City-based Lewis Howes, a

former professional athlete is the author of LinkedWorkiug and creator of the

Linkedlntlucnce training program. He has created "7 Steps to Become an Authority in

Your Industry" in which he explains that becoming a go-to person for industry and

leadership should incentivize potential clients to seek out their wealth of knowledge.

Basically, authority can lead to profitability in any industry - including musical theatre.

This section will look at entrepreneurial advice in a non-traditional point of view. These

seven business steps will be related to the musical theatre industry, looking at the

entrepreneurial advice in a different light, to encourage all performers to follow these

smart, business procedures when wanting to excel in the theatre industry.

1. Think like a leader. For entrepreneurs, this might go without saying, but
your life and business will change the moment you begin to think like a leader.
Leaders aren’t focused on trying to maintain the status quo. They're focused on
doing what must be done to ensure growth and profitability in the future, which is
not an easy road to take (Howes).
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The key w ord in this pieee of adviee is the word “think" and should be respected

and remembered. This does not instruct to be a leader, but to rather to think like a leader.

All performers need to have confidence in their work because they will not fully take on a

challenge, or tKcupation, w ith great commitment if they think that it is out of reach or

completely unc^btainable. Again, the primary word is think because thinking that you

can do something, otherwise known as confidence, is more important and challenging

than the actual action itself If people do not think like a leader, they will never be a

leader. Anyone who w ants to be an authoritative performer in the cut-throat industry of
musical theatre better think like a leader to become one. This does not mean that they

will actually be a leader, but it does mean it is a possibility. There is no purpose in

following any of the ensuing six basic steps provided by Howes if performers do not

think like leaders. The next challenge is to consistently practice this mental confidence.

While performers are not the casting directors, directors, producers, managers, or

agents, they can still, and should be, leaders of their careers even though it seems that

they have little control over it. Not thinking like a leader usually begins to take place

when performers are signed with an agent, because they believe that the agent is the

chief' of their career. However, this is not the case at all. Performers need to be

continuously looking for opportunities, and need to make sure that the agent knows what
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they want. They should not allow agents or managers to become the chiefs of their

careers. because these people are also in charge of multiple other performers. Persons in

any musical theatre Job need to be their own commanders. While agents and managers

assist in getting clients' jobs, performers need to remember that this representation is only

assisting tc^ advance the agents' own careers - they make a living from booking clients in

different performance Jobs. Everyone in the musical theatre industry is connected - using

this helps performers become leaders of their careers.

Thinking like a leader is the only way to hold control over performers’ personal

destinies and careers. “If performers are waiting for something to happen to start their

career, then they are going to be w aiting for a long time," says New York director and

performer George Heslin. For example, if performers are unemployed, they should

become self-employed by putting on a one-man show - writing a show that flatters them

and their talents. This is an example of how actors can become a leader during the most

defeating times. If performers can become a leader when they consider themselves at the

very bottom of their careers, then they can think like a leader during other situations.

Performers should be focused on doing what must be done to ensure growth and

profitability in the future. They should know that leaders must take risks, and fall down a

few times in order to succeed. No matter what phase performers are currently at in their
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career, they will always have to think like a leader even after becoming one. A leader is

not a title, but an on-going honor that is earned. The musical theatre industry is

continually evolving and so are the authorities within it, creating a never ending, vicious

cycle that needs to encourage and motivate performers, rather than discourage. The cycle
is as follows; think like a leader, become a leader, be a leader, think like a leader to

sustain being a leader. The cycle begins and ends with “think”ing.

2. Innovate. New things get noticed. This means you can't be afraid to present
something new to your market, even if it’s just a variation or an addition to an
already-existing product or service. Simply innovating doesn't guarantee success,
but you'll learn far more from the risks you take than by maintaining the status
quo (Howes).

This .second step is critical to follow in the audition room. Casting directors see

hundreds of performers for each available Job opening. All performers have to expect

that everyone auditioning is talented and perfect for the part or they would not be there.

How can performers be innovative and stand out amongst the crowd of capable

competition? There are many answers to this que,stion, though one example of an

innovative method that did work in a performer's favor was seen at the MidWest Theatre

Auditions in St. Louis in February 2012, where Oxford Shakespeare Festival was one of
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many theatre companies present. Watching hundreds of performers present ninety-

second auditions all day long can be exhausting, as noted by artistic director, Joe Turner

Cantu. To put this in more every-day terms, it would be like going house hunting, and

seeing Just blueprints for over 1000 houses, and having to pick only a few to further

investigate. While there are specific styles, every house is unique and different in its own

way. This w cuild be an exhausting process and many good homes would be overlooked

because of the mass numbers being presented. This audition was similar. The “houses’'.

or auditionees, that were unique and innovative (even if the potential buyers didn’t

specifically like why they w ere unique) got noticed and remembered more so than a

typical, high quality “home." This shows that being innovative can help performers’

profitability in any this industry.
At MidWest, there are always a plethora of good auditions by performers.

However, there is only one memorable performance from the 2012 unified auditions.

Thanks to this innovative audition - and it is not a coincidence, but rather a direct

correlation to - this actress received the most callbacks of anyone during the entire day.

Instead of doing a monologue and a song separately, she put her song in the middle of the

monologue and created a scene, which was an inventive approach. This smart actress

knew her product, picked phenomenal material, and marketed herself appropriately and
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positively while distinguishing herself with her innovative audition presentation.

Furthermore. he prm ided the impeccable service of entertaining the casting directors by

utilizing her exceptitmal technique and presence during her ninety-seconds on stage.
This was an innovative actress, and as a result, she became an authority during that

particular unified audition guaranteeing her succe.ss even with the large numbers of

eompetitors. This is one scenario that supports and mirrors Howe’s advice for

entrepreneurs, showing that the step “innovate" is relative and essential for musical

theatre performers to become profitable in the industry.

3. Keep the lines of communication open. Your clients are critical to your
business. Don’t lo.se touch with who they are and why they've chosen to do
business with you. This means call or send a friendly email every couple weeks to
stay in contact. This also means you keep up with key employees who interact
with your clients on a day-to-day basis. The moment you lose touch with your
market, you're done (How'es).

This step directly correlates with what the theatre world calls “networking.” The

entertainment industry is surprisingly very small when compared to other larger grossing

industries. It is all about “who you know," and keeping in touch with everyone. Most

authorities in theatre admit that while talent is the number one thing that lands performers

jobs, knowing someone is what usually gets them in the audition room. An Off-
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Broadway director, CJcor^e Heslin, explains this process and verifies why it is key to

keep the lines of ecMiimunieation open and positive. He states that most performers try to

make connections w ith the people who are past successes, rather than the people sitting

next to them. He argues that it is more important for performers to keep the

communication How ing more rapidly with every single person of their age that they meet.

This is because the people of their age are going to become directors, casting directors.

agents, managers, etc, even though they may not have broken into the business yet. But

when they do, performers will want to have those connections.

Agent Thompson Milam supports this statement with one of his three main tips of

advice for aspiring performers. He says to “always be on your company manners.” He

explains that this is an often lost simple, common courtesy and this loss has the ability to

drastically damage connections and lines of communication. He goes on to explain that

on multiple occasions he has witnessed the most talented, prepared auditionees of a day,

taken off the casting table because of how they treated an intern or someone who they

viewed as having little importance during the audition. Milam describes this as the “kiss

of death,” and concludes that being nice and talking to everyone can never hurt. Simply

talking to someone in the business could open another door during perfoimers’ careers.

The musical theatre business is Just a bunch of individuals wanting to hire honest humans
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- and the rcasims \\n cxiending an offer lo one person over another are always subjective.

It is noticed that people are going lo want to employ someone that they know and like.

over somecmc with whom they do not have a connection. That is how life works in most

fields, and mc^sl dcfiniielv, in theatre.

Another agreed-upon point in this category is the advice that keeping people

updated through pt^sicards is not at all pushy and annoying, but rather enjoyed and

thought of highly. While, some may say that po.stcards and “snail mail” are out of style.

and that email is a belter form lo keep these communication lines open and free, the

experts in the industry seem to disagree. They explain that when emails are received,

people feel obligated to reply and then feel uncomfortable deleting it. Although, these

hopeful connections end up having to do just that - delete the email - because of

preceding time priorities. However, when a postcard is received, people are personally

touched, and there is no obligation to write back, eliminating the guilt. Also,

subconsciously, after multiple postcards, people start to sense a personal relationship,

which then makes the receivers feel obligated to help the performers out by

recommending them for a job or finding them work.

Other options for performers to keep the lines of communication open with the

desired industry connections include: emailed newsletters containing one’s latest
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accomplishments: invitations to shows by offering complimentary tickets; facebookor

other social media: and attending any workshops, shows, or venues that the desired

connection'* may he attending or throwing. The purpose for performers to maintain

contact is to inform the connection of what they are doing, or to allow actors to wish the

contact the best or send holiday greetings. Any time perfomiers see an appropriate

opportunity or vaison - send away. Keep the communication constant, but do not go

overboard. George Heslin recommends that smart, aspiring performers make an excel

spreadsheet of every person they meet. Performers should record how they met this

connection, their job title, their personal favorite form of communication from the options

listed above, when they communicated with them last, and include an additional notes

column for the extra information like, “came to see me in this show" etc. This list should

continue to grow- throughout performers' careers because they never know when

someone they met a while back might be the contact needed to get their foot in a specific

door.

The most important thing for performers to consider when working to keep

communication flowing is to figure out what form of communication each contact

responds best to and prefers. Being able to read people and determine what people find

comforting and enjoyable are skills that will assist performers in going far in the industry.
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Every individual has ditTcrcnl desires, needs, expectations, and boundaries. That is why

that extra notes etdumn on the networking spread sheet is extremely important.

In this industry, performers getting people to like them is essential. In a musical.

it is important (or the audience to fall in love with, or at least like, everyone on stage. So,

why would it not be important for people to like the performers backstage? Remember,

performers are already abo\ e at least half of their very talented competition when they

keep the lines of communication open. Good customer service is vital in every other

industry - why would theatre be any different ? Performers should sell a good product.

and service it to the best of their ability. Again, performers are the entrepreneurs of

themselves.

4. Publicly address industry changes. Every industry has changes that affect the
way business is done. Strive to address these changes through an online platform
such as a company blog. Detail your opinion, along with tangible ways to make
the most of it. This can allow' you to be seen as an industry leader and potentially
increase traffic to your site as people begin to search out information and
answers about these changes (Howes).

This specific word ofadvice presented hy Howes comes in tw^o parts when applying it to
performers. Number one: always he informed of the changes occurring in the industry
and predict the new ones so that you can he ahead of your competition. Number two:
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have a website, st'//</(HU lijnliucd resunufs and headshots when the industry changes, and
ii/waws try to traffic attention to your positive image.

Number one: always he informed of the changes occurring in the industry and

predict these changes so that von are ahead of your competition. This can be done

through seeing show s, reading the New York Times, browsing Playbill and many other
resources. One of the most useful of these is the magazine and website, Backstage that

acts as a handboc^k for actors containing the changes going on in the industry including

advice columns and news stories. All responsible performers have to do is spend the time

and care to learn about the industry of which they are a part.

The purpose of performers' headshots and resumes are to best represent them in

to the casting director, showing what they offer. The desired presentation and

qualification for a headshot changes quite often and in different performing circuits. For

example, television and stage desire totally different looks and qualities for the actor to

be portrayed in the photograph. Also, the industry as a whole used to prefer black and

white photographs — now it only wants color. As for the resume, people are encouraged

to not focus time and energy on the changes of opinion in regards to the format, but

rather, on what Hatters and sells them best. However, performers should be aware of
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whal to include and how these preferences change for each circuit. It is smart to have

multiple resumes ready which should be created for different opportunities, focusing on

the target job in order to please the casting personnel (see descriptions under

Performers”). Note that headshots and resumes are “you on paper,” so performers must

make sure they are aw are of the changes in the industry so they can apply these changes

accordingly in these critical items.

Furthermore, it is interesting to look at the history of musical theatre and to find

patterns that directly correlate w ith what is being produced and what sells tickets.

Performers need to be conscience of this pattern, and its connection to societal factors, so

they stay up to date on industry changes. Applying the knowledge of these patterns to

what is going on in the w orld and society today, performers can predict the future of their

industry, and prepare accordingly.

A musical is only as successful as it is entertaining. For a musical to be

successful in the traditional monetary definition, it has to sell tickets. In order to sell

tickets, the show has to draw and appeal to a large population, creating a substantial

audience. For this to occur, the production must be entertaining. The bottom line is: a

show on Broadway only runs as long as it selling tickets, because without ticket sales.
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how are producers suppose to pay the performers? Hence, the philosophy that a musical
is only as successful as it s entertainins stands valid and sound.

With this ratitmalism. what was considered entertaining in the past needs to be

examined in order to predict what will be entertaining now and in the upcoming future.

While performing is about entertainment, people in the musical theatre industry need to
remember and appreciate that there will always be the “classics. These include
Oklahoma. Pirates of Penzance. 42"'^ Street. and many more that will always bring

audiences joy, thus not allowing many golden-aged musicals to go out of style.

However, writers and producers of musical theatre are constantly trying new things,

while slightly modifying the musical theatre genre in order to entertain the present

patrons, catering to their current desires as the times, politics, and societal issues change.

Using historical examples producer, Mike Isaacson, explains this with the following
statement:
So if you look at it, the cannon ball that musical theatre took was Rock ‘n’ Roll.
And we are now at the end of the cycle. That’s not to say that Rock ‘n’ Roll is
going to go away, but its power as “the" galvanizing cultural force is really
diminished. It has diminished for a couple of reasons. One, I think we are
discovering that Rock ‘n’ Roll as a form was really the passion creation of the
generation of the Baby Boomers, so there is that. You have the fact that part of
what made it powerful is that you have single forms of medium, and you don’t
anymore. It’s all over the place. And [generation Y]is coming on here, and
creating such a sense of variety that couldn’t have technologically existed before.
So everything is taking a hit, there is no dominant force. If you look at the sales
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and ihc impact of Lady Gaga, the popular pop artist of the era, it is probably not
even 5()Lr o\' what Madonna was because there is more to do. But what is
interesting here is that what is coming out of the rock [era] is a sense of variety,
openness and understanding. It has created a new place for theatre, because it
isn't considered old and stagey, its actually kind of interesting. You know,
because it isn't apok)gizing for its limitations anymore. Because people are aware
that everything is limited. People are savvier, knowledgeable, intuitively
understanding of what different forms of the performing arts or media can and
can't do. They are much more literate, they understand the language. When it
was created, it w as this w onderful mystery. Like,‘WOW!' But now they know,
the wizard is behind the curtain pulling the thing. Our sophistication and
knowledge of entertainment form, of story structure is just night and day from fifty
years ago. So, that is w hy people are more open to things. Now we Just need an
economy where they can afford societies love and need for live theatre. But what
is funny is that your strength is your w'eakness, and right now, what was formally a
weakness is appearing to be a REAL strength (Appendix 1).
This statement made by Mr. Isaacson shows that the industry changes as time changes.

Performers should not think of these changes as a challenge, but an opportunity to evolve

and expand the art form to plea.se and entertain the public. This is the fuel and purpose of

the entertainment industry.

Agreeing with Howe's idea that every industry has changes that affect the way

business is done, and knowing how to predict these transformations within the industry

by looking and referring to our history, aspiring actors are encouraged to stay informed of

their surroundings, to read, and to research. Performers should shape themselves to
flatter what is about to be demanded of them in the upcoming casting calls. A way

performers could prepare is updating their repertoire with material that is prevalent and
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complimentary to the musical theatre era and style that is in progress and/or about to

begin.
Number tw o: have a website, send out updated resumes and headshots when the

industry changes, and always try to traffle attention to your positive image. This part of

the advice can only be applied if performers are following number one - always being

informed of the changes occurring in the industry and predicting these changes so that

they are ahead of their competition through reading and research. While these seem like

separate goals, they are actually interdependent. As Howe suggests, business leaders

should be aware of industry changes, and publically broadcast them on the internet to

strive for potential increased traffic to their site as people begin to search out information

and answers about these changes. Although, this is only effective if the information

being sharing is correct and presented in an appropriate manner.
Backstage, and other resources - New York Times, Playbill, Broadway World -

must do a good job since actors continue to rely on these aids’ services to provide them

with the latest information. Once knowledge is gained though these various resources.

performers can then create a website on which they can include a news blog about

industry changes that will then serve the ultimate purpose of marketing the performer. In

this blog, performers can enclose breaking industry news showing viewers that they are
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informed and au arc. Also, the more relevant and useful information on performers

websites will result in an increased trafficking of their site from interested, involved

people in the industry This helps to promote performers, which will also assist them in

the casting room, and could ultimately get them hired.

Finally, it is important for performers to get their headshot and resume on file at

as many agencies, and casting tiHices as po.ssible. Sending agencies a new headshot and

resume every time a presentation guideline has notably changed for either of these items

is a perfect reason for performers to stay in contact. This allows offices to see their face

again, showing the contact that the performer is aware and knowledge about the industry

changes, and is not sending simply out of desperation. Again, while some look at shifts
aa
in the industry as a stru c>c>
le, performers should find a way to make these changes

personal assets. They should look at these shifts as opportunities to get ahead of the

competition - who may have solely focused on the onstage job responsibilities, and who

do not understand the behind-the-scene Jobs. This knowledge of the backstage industry

as a whole allows performers to .see windows of opportunity and get ahead in this

competitive business.
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5. Respect vour time. Being an authority doesn’t mean you must solve everyone's
problems. Your main responsibility is to continue growing, innovating and
sharing your knowledge. Don't allow people to suck up all your time with their
questions or problems. Learn to say "no" more often. Yes, you want to assist
people, but not at the e.xpense of losing your edge or slowing down your
innovaticMi (Howes).

Being able to say “no" is a great, but rare quality found in performers. However,

when actors say “no" for the appropriate reasons they can then use that time in other

ways to help make them more profitable in the end. Performers are always looking for a

job and chances to entertain in order to be seen and grow in their profession. While

doing this, they often lose sight of “who they are" and the ultimate goal of what they

actually want to do. If someone wishes to use them in a production, or needs their

assistance for whatever reason, the best advice for performers is to think, “Is this

something I want to do?" Furthermore, “Is this something that will continue my growth

as a performer?" Some performers have a hard time saying no, and often it ends up that

saying yes negatively affects their careers. Personal awareness of strengths and

weaknes.ses can help make the these “right" decisions.
Producer Mike Isaacson talks about a time when Kristen Chenoweth was looking

at roles in two .scripts; You're a Good Man Charlie Brown and Amt/c Get Your Gun. She

had a good sense of herself and a hunch of where the best match was, so, she turned
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down Annie Get Your Gnn, and took a lot of grief for it from her friends and family. She

respected her time and said no to something that other people did not understand because

the part of Sally in the revival of You're a Good Man Charlie Brown was not in the

original musical - it w as written in just for her. She knew that this role was perfect, and

consequently, she was a huge success in it, which then propelled her career forward.

Isaacson goes on to explain another time where Chenoweth said no, and it did not end as

she had planned:
1 mean she turned down Millie. We developed Millie for her, and she turned
it down. She did a reading for us and it was wonderful. We told her ‘The part
is yours'. And you know, she was beginning to get the Hollywood sense and
all of that and she turned it down. She picked that Sitcom that totally tanked,
and she hears how great Millie was and then Sutton went on and won the
Tony and she knew that could have been her part (Appendix 1).
However, she did what she wanted to do at the time, and even though she missed out on

this particular opportunity, she grew more by going to Hollywood and finding herself as a

performer. She would have always regretted this Journey if she had not taken it. Ki'isten
Chenoweth is a strong example of a performer who respects her time, and in the end she

has became a star. All performers should use her as an example to understand that it is

okay to say “no.

Also, performers should only audition for parts that are right for them and that

they could see themselves actually playing. Using the excuse that they are going to
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auditions “to be seen," performers often go to auditions for jobs that they could not

possibly book. At that point, they are disrespecting the time of the producers, directors,

agents, casting directors or whomever it is they want to be seen by. Instead, performers

should use this time to research and find the right opportunities in which to be seen. The

people sitting behind the table are constantly looking for new talent, so they want to see

what performers have in the way of talent. They Just don't want to experience it when

and if they don't have a need for it.

Finally, personal time management is a critical quality for all performers to have

and use every single day. Unfortunately, the unemployment rate in the performance

industry is extremely high due to the supply of performers far exceeding the demand.

Right now, the country is running an 8.6 percent unemployment rate. At the same time.

the average unemployment rate for actors, according to the Actor's Equity Association

(the union for stage performers) hovers aiound 90 percent. Whereas being unemployed is

a rather new phenomenon for most of the workforce, it is a way of life for actors. Also,

performers are all work under contracts and therefore are only guaranteed income during

the time specified by each agreement. However, when not currently employed, they are

still performers. They still need to go to work every day Just like everyone else. This

doesn't mean that they sit at home, feel sorry for themselves, and sleep it off. It means
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that they work at least from nine to five (Wienir 103). They can do this by going to

auditions, w orking out. reading a play, seeing a play, doing vocal warm ups, attending a

dance class, tn* hooking for new material. They should engage in anything that will help

them better themselves in order to book that next job as quickly as possible. If

performers work e\ ery day. they will get another contract faster than those who simply

consider themselves unemployed. Remember, performers are entrepreneurs, so if

performers' products are not selling well, they should be innovative and change by using

all of the other advice given by Howes shown in this section.

6. Develop your intuition. The most successful leaders I know have learned to
"trust their gut." But this doesn't happen overnight. It takes practice to learn when
it's your gut talking or when it's just fear or pride. Your business life requires you
to make difficult decisions and sacrifices. Just remember that your intuition
should get a vote, too. It's not always about numbers and statistics (Howes).

Every individual has their own opinions, attitudes, and feelings. There is nothing

that everyone agrees upon - this is why the world is unique and that there is a job market

for entrepreneurs of all kinds. Contrary to naive performers' thoughts, there is never one

way to do things. Yes, there is a standard procedure, but performers are trying to sell

themselves, so if the typical way is not working, they should change it and do their own
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method. People may not approve, but if the performer likes it, then he or she should trust

their intuition and go for it 1009^. Performers must know themselves, because in the

theatre world, everyone is trying to tell actors “who to be” or “what to do” when they

really just need to push the outside influences aside and be and do what is best for them.

Hearing all of this advice is wonderful, and considering everything they were taught is

also wise for performers, but knowing when and what to apply is the hard part. This

difficult skill is strengthened when performers develop their intuition. While making

their own decisions and having the confidence to support and execute them is scary - and

an ability that even the stars in the industry are still struggling with - it is essential to

develop. Once performers cultivate their intuition, everything else, such as respecting

their own time, continuing to learn, being innovative, and all of these other steps will fall

into place. Performing is all about knowing “you” and being confident. This confidence

grows parallel with performers' maturing sense of intuition - both are necessary. If

performers do not continue to develop and trust their intuition, then they should accept

the fact that they will not be able to become an authority in any industry they enter.

This broad conclusion can be shown through the words of Thompson Milam, a

New York talent agent for Henderson Hogan. When asked,“When you are looking at

people, what really stands out to you at an audition or meeting, when you are looking for
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clients?” He answers with. “The work is always the most important part. But then, I

always say it is the ‘utts\ And yes, I stole that phrase from Carrie Bradshaw [Sex and the

City]. And it isn't the ‘it'”. This is what an agent is looking for: performers have the

“utts” when they are persistent and extremely confident in their abilities. This original

word refers to someone who is not only willing, but also wanting to continually put in a

lot of hard work. If performers need to have the “utts,” as Thompson puts it, then they

are going to have to “trust their guts,” as Howes says, in order to do so. Performers can

not give something “utts” if they do not trust their choices.

Finally, performers should make sure they are selling what they wanting to be

bought. Only personal intuition, and this alone, can honestly and accurately answer this

question.

7. Keep learning. Industry leaders are students of their craft. Study the great
success and failures of your industry. Also learn from people outside of your
industry to see which principles are transferable to what you're doing. I know the
phrase "never stop learning" is nothing new, but are you really practicing it?
(Howes)

When performers become stars, they still need to continue to grow in their craft

by taking classes. This is how they stay stars. While fame, a great resume, and
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connections can gel actors work, if they are not continuing to impress people through

their performances, these accreditations will not matter or assist them in a lasting career.

This is the ultimate reason to keep learning - a lasting career is feasible if performers

continue to study.

Another reason for performers to continue to study is to make sure they are selling

the product that is currently in demand. When performers are researching the success

and failures in the industry, they can then shape and mold themselves for what is needed

in specific situations, learn from past mistakes making sure not to repeat them, and relish

being more aware and knowledgeable than their competition. This will put them at the

top of the piles of resumes in a casting office. If performers continue to learn, it will

show. The motto “practice makes perfect” triumphs in every industry.

Furthermore, congratulations are in order to performers reading this advice and
ex panding their knowledge by learning how to apply these basic steps towards becoming

musical theatre entrepreneurs. Though Howe’s expertise and advice is based in a

different type of business other than the musical theatre industry, the principles are

transferable and useful for all entrepreneurs - even performers.

Finally, remember that no one is perfect. If people were perfect, they would not

have to continue to learn. If performers continue to study and follows these steps
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outlined by Howes, it is possible for them to become an authority in the musical theatre

industry. This leadership in the business is obtained when actors make a living in a

lifetime performance career. Notice that becoming an authority is not defined as being a

star, but rather through attaining constant, stable work. This is a rare, and hard goal to

achieve, but if performers make a lasting career in the performance industry, they can

honestly claim them.selves as successful.

These seven steps show that performers are entrepreneurs. Once performers learn

the backstage roles within the musical theatre industry, and comprehend the importance

of understanding these jobs, they then are ready to explore how to use that knowledge as

a smart entrepreneurs. This section is meant for performers who are already educated

and aware about all aspects of the industry, but are looking for effective ways to apply

and use this knowledge. Following these seven basic steps presented by Howes is the

final step to ensure a successful career. While it may be considered a cut-throat industry,

success is also obtainable and achievable if performers are mindful and adhere to these

seven steps.
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Personal Results when Applying the “Backstage” Knowledge

Performers should take any chance they ever receive to sit on the other side of the

table during the casting process. For actors, “the casting room” is the most critical part of

the job and it is the performance in that room that is responsible for them receiving

employment. It is understood that there are always factors about performers’ products

that they cannot control, such as height, eye color, current weight, and body type.

However, once performers put those unchangeable factors aside, the rest of the
performance that occurs in that room is completely within their control. Sometimes,

performers beat themselves up over the factors that they cannot manipulate, instead of

focusing and perfecting the components that they can. These controllable factors are

what get performers Jobs as a result of the performance they give in the casting room.

There are a lot of performers - most of them radiate a great amount of talent - however

this number rapidly decreases when counting those who excel in the casting room.

presenting their best product with the goods that they have.
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Emily Wicks' Journey

All of ihis advice became clear to me when I got the opportunity to attend the

unified actor audition - MidWest. I went with Joe Turner Cantu, the artistic director of

The Oxford Shakespeare Festival, as his casting assistant. The MidWest Theatre
auditions were held in St. Louis, Missouri and lasted three days, all day long, allowing

each actor only ninety seconds in front of the casting personnel. Oyer 600 acting

auditionees and design/tech/stage management interyiewees showcased their talents to a

minimum of fifty theatre representatiyes. The MidWest Theatre Auditions are not

sanctioned by any specific union so both equity and non-equity applicants may audition.

For aspiring performers like myself, this presented an amazing research opportunity to sit
behind the table at an audition. This circumstance would be equiyalent to a biology

major getting to go into a top-notch lab for three full days in order to reach their future
career goal of becoming a brilliant, respectable scientist. While I was there, I studied all

of the performers who auditioned, and took note of many things I could apply to myself.

Aboye and beyond acknowledging the basics - like material selection, and noting

what songs and monologues would work for me that I did not already haye in my
audition book, and what works were too oyerdone -1 also went deeper, recognizing and

analyzing the presentation of the selections and studied how the theatre representatiyes
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responded to such arrangements. I left this unforgettable opportunity acting as an

assistant casting agent with a plethora of acquired knowledge. There were a few things

that, if performers executed differently, would have created a more successful audition.

One: Performers need to look their best and look like their headshots. As harsh

as it sounds, it was what I drew from the experience. If performers were attractive when

they came on stage, they automatically received my attention before they started to

present their audition package. This is a reality that is hard for some performers to hear

(including myself) but is a fact of the business. However, if performers are different

looking, and pre.sent themselves in a way that works for them and heightens their unique

look in a positive light, it is acknowledged and commended by the theatre

representatives. Doing so shows the casting companies that these performers know who

they are as actors by making their unique physical appearance work. Remember,

acknowledging “who you are" is the first step to figure out and solidify after deciding to

dive into this occupation.

Finally, in regards to physical presentation, performers need to look like their

headshots. This cannot be stressed enough and is supported by all of my research in

some way, but performers are still not practicing this simple concept. With 600

performers, Joe Turner Cantu and I had to go through all of the performers applications
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before the audition for primary screenings. The Oxford Shakespeare Festival had very

specific needs for gi\ en characters. When looking at the headshots, we were able to find

people who fit the physical requirements we needed, and we wanted to see more from

these actors. This is the same for all theatre representatives - they are looking for

specific character types. Just because a theatre does not call a performer back, does not

mean that performer is not talented, it just means that he or she is not what the company

is searching for that season. When theatre representatives have actors prescreened for the

type that their photo represents, and the actors come to the audition showing they are not

this type, the audition is a waste of time for both the theatres and the actors. Performers

will not land Jobs with a picture that does not accurately represent who they are. Instead,

performers are going to disadvantage themselves and consequently not get called back for

the Jobs perfect for their actual look.

Two: Performers should not sing unless they are a singer. Some actors are

under the impression that they need to sing at their audition since there are more musical

theatre positions available in comparison to straight acting Jobs. While the opportunities

do in fact decrease for straight actors (non-singers), they will decrease even more if these

actors attempt to sing, and do so poorly. If actors sing first, and it is bad, then the theatre

representatives will not pay attention to the monologue, even if it is the best acting of the
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day. because they are still recovering from the terrible sounding song. Expanding on this.

if actors do a phenomenal job acting their monologue, and then attempt to sing, they

leave the talent representatives with a negative last impression, instead of the outstanding

monologue. Actors need to remember that performers who primarily focus in musical

theatre are going to not only be able to carry a tune, but also sing extremely well.

Similarly, there are over 600 auditionees from whom the representatives can hire, so why

would actors think that they are competitive for jobs that demand singing abilities?

Three: Create a unique, memorable "package” to present. This was discussed

earlier to support the entrepreneurial step: “innovate.” It is extremely important and

effective at these large unified auditions. Performers should keep looking for ways to

create a package rather than a separate monologue and song, finding ways to integrate the
two in order to create cohesive auditions.

These three tips of advice are what I summarized from the knowledge that I

gained during this experience and are useful for the performer, because they are all pieces

of advice that are not known and/or not practiced by a majority of performers. Also, they

relate to the business of the audition, rather than performing. Performers should pick

material that flatters them, try to make it original, and look good while doing it.
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Since this experience, I have applied these tips of advice to my own auditions and
have increased mv success rate. The next unified audition I attended after this research

was the Unified Professional Theatre Audition(UPTA)in Memphis,in February 2013. I

picked material that fiattered me and showed me best. At auditions most performers

choose to sing the end part of a song because of its power musically, thinking that it has

the ability to best show the voice. I cho.se to sing “Get Out and Stay Out” from 9 to 5:

The MiisicaL and the ending portion of the song does contain this power quality.

However, I selected to sing a middle verse for my audition because I was not completely

confident that 1 would sound the way I wanted in the end section, and therefore would not

impress the theatre representatives. I love the song, and knew that I could personally

connect and create a positive impression with my vocal and acting presentation of the

middle section, so I trusted my gut and went with the unusual. Furthermore, my chosen

monologue not only flattered my type, but also set up a “scene” that connected the

monologue and song and justified the song lyrics perfectly. This created a unified

packaged audition that showcased contrasting styles and my multiple abilities at the same

time. When preparing for the audition, I spent just as much time on the business side.

through material selection, packaging choices, etc., as 1 did on the technique showcased
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during my audition. I made sure 1 looked great, and spent more time on the selection of

my outfit than usual, knowing its importance to my overall audition.

All of the business and talent preparation is important and is needed to guarantee

success at a unified audition where auditionees only get ninety seconds to impress the

casting agents while competing with over 600 professional performers. As a result of my

preparation, 1 received more callbacks than my just-as-talented competition. The

business of an audition does matter - so learn it, and apply it in order to receive a higher

personal success rate.

Continuing my personal experience as a performer, I am now a member of the

Equity Membership Candidacy(EMC)program. This is a program that allows

performers to work at equity houses for points until they accumulate enough for them to

join the union. 1 became affiliated with EMC when I worked for Tent Theatre, an equity

house in Springfield, Missouri. To get this Job, I auditioned practicing the advice and

business tips I gained through my research. This landed me the job as dance captain and

featured ensemble member in 9 to 5: The Musical and the role of Lorraine Flemming in
n<t

42

Street. Being the dance captain for one of the productions and having those

responsibilities was educational and rewarding. I learned that dance captains not only

have to be strong dancers, but they must also have basic business skills. They need to be
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a strong communicaior, intelligent and organized. Dance captains work next to the

choreographers assisting them by taking down the blocking and choreography, and

keeping the choreography up-to-par during the run of the production. They are also a

member of the company and perform in the show thus making their job time consuming

and challenging. During my time there, I connected with every single person I could, in

all of the different departments making up Tent Theatre. I continue to keep in contact

with most of these people and I am hopeful that this networking will assist me throughout

my performing career.
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Conclusion

Performers should always work to perfect their craft and become better at what

they do because the industry is constantly changing, demanding new qualities from

performers. These developments and transformations can be predicted and understood if

performers learn the history of musical theatre and the trends that occur within the genre.

Musical theatre is a business, and like every other industry, has to make a profit from its

productions in order to stay “alive.” Smart performers will use their knowledge of the

backstage jobs and the corresponding responsibilities of such, layering this on top of their

own performance wisdom in order to understand how and why people get hired, and how

to connect with all the behind-the-scene personnel.

After this expertise is gained, performers need to remember that they are

entrepreneurs, and responsible for marketing and selling themselves in the best possible

light. Seven steps are offered for entrepreneurs to become an authority in their industry.

Performers should use these steps and apply them when managing their product during

their performance careers. These steps have helped me get hired professionally and will

a.ssist every aspiring performer in all career phases.
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The musical theatre industry is always evolving - and so are performers. Even

when actors become stars, they need to continue to work to stay stars. If actors follow

this “how to" guide, hopefully, they will become an authority in the industry, and obtain

steady work creating a lifetime performance career. As agent Thompson Milam says, “It

is very cut throat. And 1 know some people who are like, ‘no, it’s not like that’- but it

really is."

Prepare for a demanding journey, and do everything that can be done to get ahead ofthe
competition and by doing so, increase your personal success rate. As the native
Mississippian Sam Haskell says, "Be educated and know your craft backward and
forward. You must be prepared by having experience.”
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Appendix 1:
Mike Isaacson interview on 1/13/12 at 11 am

E.W.: Where did you grow up?

Isaacson: Milwaukee, Wisconsin

E.W.: Where did you go to college?

Isaacson: St. Louis University.

E.W.: Really, Lm actually looking there for Law School right now, did you like it?

Isaacson: I loved it! I actually ended up working there for 8-10 years.

E.W.: What did you major in?

Isaacson: I was an English Major.

E.W.: See this is all so interesting to me. Because growing up I was a Muny Kid and a
Muny Teen since I was seven, and everyone wants to go to school for Musical Theatre.
But my mother is paying for my education and discouraged me going to a conservatory
so that’s why I am double majoring at Ole Miss. Also, when I was working here one
summer,everyone told me that it doesn’t matter if you have a degree in it to be
successful. It’s all about the talent and getting the training somehow. And to make a
long story short, now I think I’m going to go to law school.

Isaacson: That’s Great! Just to diverge there, what helped me throughout I was always
putting strings together that wasn’t making sense to people. I was always very
comfortable in doing things that people on the surface didn’t perceive to be going
together but I understood what they might possibly be. And what I found is that when
you do that, people are interested in you and say “What?”. And when people are
interested in you or curious then you get consideration and listening. And once you have
listening, that’s a door opening. So, there was a point when I was working as the
assistant of the president at the university, I was a theatre critic, and I was getting a MBA
at night. It didn't make sense to people.
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E.W.: Sounds like my life. Tm majoring in Business, Musical Theatre and want to go to
law school.

Isaacson: Right. It's a good thing. Because you know, as long as you have a sense of
what it might possibly add up too you're the only person who has to have it. The fact that
other people don't see it, is actually an advantage.

E.W.: Absolutely. And it all does add up in my mind. Just keeping all my options open
depending on w hich side of performing id like to go into. So, did you perform as a child?
Isaacson: No.

E.W.: Not at all ? Were you into theatre at all?

Isaacson: I mean I did two shows in high school and it was an all boys high school. So I
sort of got drafted into it. But 1 never had a sense that I wanted to be on that side of the
footlights.

E.W.: Really?
Isaac.son: Never.

E.W.: Well, Okay. There we go. Did you know any one in the industry when you went to
Slu? Or meet anyone that made you think you wanted to go into the industry?

Isaacson: Nope

E.W.: How did you get into the industry then?

Isaacson: I always had this interest in this. Well, not always, it started very late. It started
in Junior High. Most people are tapping when they're four. It was sort of late when I
discovered it, and I was fa.scinated by it. Mostly by musicals and scores. I was a
linernote baby . You grew up in the cd world, I grew up in the vinal world. I would go to
the library and check everything out and li.sten to it. It was a world to investigate.
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E.W.: So your interest comes from the musical side.

Isaacson: Oh yes. And it was sort of a hobby. But, no one ever said,“Oh you can do
this". Or you know, the first professional theatre I saw was a national tour of The Wiz.
And then in my generation the basket of goods was Annie and A Chorus Line. And in A
Chorus Line was the one where I really felt the power in the day. It’s unfortunate, this
power isn't held up. But, in its day it was galvanizing and that was revelatory. But I
came down to Slu and had no clue about most things. And in high school I had done that
and enjoyed the comradery. We had a thing, most schools do, our senior year, where you
do your own show and everyone writes it, and I was very involved in that. And there was
a point during this process where the director was kind of a pain, because the one who
was suppose to do it was shipped up to rehab somewhere,so this guy had taken over and
he Just wasn't getting the comedy in a comedic scene that I had written. And I was
watching it, and I was making it clear that I was doing a good job and then he got mad
and stood up and said “fine, you think you can do better, do if’ and stormed out of the
room. So I'm sitting there with a bunch of my peers thinking what the fuck did you just
do? Sorry.

E.W.: It’s fine.

Isaacson: And I said okay, lets take it from the top. And I sort of knew then. And every
night I would go to the back of the theatre and watch my scene and thought, this is
interesting. I know how to do this. I was never really good in any scene but I was good
at directing. 1 was good at that. And being a theatre critic, because I loved just going and
doing that, that was a discipline of really listening to how an audience relates to a work
and what that communication was. So there was always this studying going on. And in
high school, I started getting interested in the business and I had a subscription of
Variety. So I would just read about the film business and recording, but I mostly into the
theatre, but just to get a sen.se on how this all worked. I was always interested in
structures, growing up 1 would see something and I would think how did that get there?
Who’s involved? How does this happen? That’s always the way my mind worked. So, I
was not a theatre major at slu. And then my junior year, a guy down the hall from me,
going into it who was crazy wonderful talented, said “they don’t do musicals here, let’s
produce a musical”. So we did a production of Godspell, he was the producer, I was the
director and that was great. And 1 thought, man that was a lot of fun! And it was very
successful.
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E.W.: Well they still do Musicals down at Slu now.

Isaacson: Well they started because WE started doing this.
E.W.: That's awesome

Isaacson: And we did one the second year, and it was literally from the ground up. We
had to make the stage, rent and put up the lights, all of that. So, that was really fun. And
I thought, that was kind of delightful. And my first job out of college was at McDonald
Douglas in PR, I was a Journalist, because I was a good writer. That was my core skill. I
was a writer, a really really good writer. And so I worked there for a couple years and
thought, well this isn't for me. I ended up back at the University, in the PR Publications
Department, and it was right at the time that the President, who was there now, Lawrence
Biondi, was about 2 years into it, and there was a real sense of change going on. I
thought, well this was interesting, because I was in a department where suddenly there
were resources, and he knew the value of that. So, it was a lot more exciting than at
McDonald Douglas, because there was a lot more work to be done. The thing about a
corporation is, particularly in that era. I'm sure ifs very different now, it was very... you
did what was in your box, nothing more and nothing less because that was the way
corporations were organized. Well this was much more spontaneous and that suited a lot
more to me. So that happened, and I ended up his assistant then like two or three years
after I got that Job, and then I was his assistant for about 6 years. And for that Job you
had to be a really smart.Jack of all trades. Which is really what producing is. You have
to know a lot about a little. I have to be able to talk to a set designer in his language, a
costume designer in his or her language, a board member in his or her language; I have to
be able to become zelig. But the core of ifs that you understand what that needs to be.

E.W.: Right, I mean they do all have very different languages; they are very different
types of people.

Isaacson: Right. And you’re communicating to everyone so it becomes that. So, that suits
me fine. I was never the best at anything, but I was really good at all. And I figured out
how to marshal that. So, I was at Slu and I’m really synthesizing. University’s are a
wonderful place, but you blink and its 30 years later. They are sort of anti-time. And
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thought, well, I mean I was the vice president and all this stuff, but I thought I really
should shake it up here.
E.W.: Yeah

Isaacson: 1 didn't have a family, it was just me. So, when I took a big risk, the only
person paid for it was just me, so it made it easier.

E.W.: Absolutely

Isaacson: yeah it does. So, 1 actually quit there, and spent 9 months finishing my MBA.I
had known the guy running the Fox here casually, but because I was a theatre critic and
worked at the University and such, when I called him and said “can I take you to lunch?”
he said “sure"(probably because he thought he was being interviewed). And at the end
of that lunch he said, “So how is the University?” and I said,“Well I’m not working there
that's why 1 took you to lunch” and he said,“why?” and then I said, “well I think I should
work for you".

E.W.: ^giggles*
Isaacson: I'm serious. This is a true story.

E.W.: Yea, good for you, that’s the way to do it.

Isaacson: And he looked at me and said,“Why is that?” And he had this look in his face
that something was up here. And so I thought, in some way,some door is opening up
here you better damn well walk through it. And Ijust pitched everything I got at him. It
was a really good conversation. And I always knew enough to know,that basically what
you do is, you are asking people to invest in you. That’s what you are doing. I mean,
really as a producer.

E.W.: Right

Isaacson: So what I said to him was,“Look, the University is paying my way through the
rest of the summer, I’m teaching, I’m fine. So why don’t you give me something to do,
ill do it for you pro bono, and the deal is if you like it, at the end of the summer you hire
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me.” And thai's u hai happened. I started as his assistant, and then I started booking the
Broadu ay series. But. Fo.\ had just made the decision to go into producing. So I was in
the gixHindwork

that. And in my second week on the job he sent me to New York, and

I saw a hair Inuir presentation of a musical being developed and it was Thoroughly
Modern Millie

E.W.: Really?

Isaacson: Yea

E.W.: That’s so fa.scinatinu

Isaacson: Yea. right! And there is this thing called NATHS, you should know about this,
National Alliance of Musical Theatre.

E.W.: Yea

Isaacson: And I came back, and he said, “Was there anything worth seeing?” and I said,
“Well all of it was crap but there was this really, REALLY,interesting fresh take on
Thoroughly Modern Millie" and then he said, “tell me about it”. So we talked about it.
And it was really in my wheelhouse. It was a great, everything you loved about the
Classic American Musicals, but it had this whole modern med to it. A whole sensibility
that was thought of now. And this was the fall after Rent and Noise Funk, and all the
blabber about “ohh the American Musical is changing forever” blah blah blah. And I
have always gone, if everyone is Yinging, go Yang. So there was all this stuff that was
cutting edge that was being created, so I thought, let's find a nitch that’s this, and we did.
So, it all kind of went from there.

E.W.: That's awesome. We are thinking about doing Thoroughly Modem Millie next
year at my university.

Isaacson: Well there you go.

E.W.: There ya go. Okay, so you answered a lot of my questions right there. Do you
think most prculucers start as performers and then produce? Or no? Because I would think
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yes, and that surprises me with your background. I mean you did those two shows in
High School, but have you ever really performed besides that?
Isaacson; No.

E.W.: And do you feel that has disadvantaged you at all?

Isaacson: No, not at all. I actually think that is has given me an advantage.

E.W.: I would think it would too actually, because some performers can be very selfish.

Isaacson: Well the thing with me w'as, if there was someone else in the room who was
better doing the things that I was doing, I was always like, Okay,I’m out.

E.W.: Okay, yea. You just want the person who is best to do it.

Isaacson; Like performing never was it for me. I thought,“you need to find something
where you really excel". And also, an actor has to have a certain structure to their psyche
that I don't have. An actor has to need something that I don't have a big need for.

E.W.: Absolutely

Isaacson: So, you know, when you see a really great stage actor, there is a hunger there.
And that isn’t a hunger I had or have. 1 have various types of hunger but that has never
been one of them.

E.W.: It was putting all of it together?
Isaacson; Yeah.

E.W.: Like the Structure what you were saying before.
Isaacson: Yea. Like, if I were a musician, I wouldn’t want to be a musician I would want
to be a conductor. That's what a producer is.
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E.W.: Right.

Isaacson; Like if I was in baseball, I would want to be....

E.W.: A manager?
Isaacson: A coach.

E.W.: I would loo, that would be more fun!

Isaacson: But it's sort of that, w'hat I love most about producing is really working with
someone whose talent I respect, and talking about how we can shape that into the
narrative and finding..."that". Really, that’s the biggest and argumentatively the only
pleasure of the gig, but is a pretty big pleasure.

E.W.: And going back to The Fox, how long were you at the Fox? And you aren’t still
there are you?
Isaacson: No, I'm not.

E.W.: Good I didn't think so.

Isaacson: 1 stared there Labor Day of 96, and I left in spring of 2011. So whatever that is.

E.W.: So producing is a huge job, and you have obviously already been planning the
Summer Season, what do you think is going to be the major difference? Because The Fox
is mainly national tours coming through is it not?

Isaacson: You mean between The Fox and The Muny?

E.W.: Yes.

Isaacson: yea, there is really no relationship.

E.W.: Right, that’s what 1 thought. So what are the differences you can expect from
producing the shows here versus that National Tour that came through The Fox?

no

Isaacson: Right. Well this much more similar to the London, New York, Broadway
national tour producing, that is what this is. There are two categories; they are called
Presenting and Producing.
E.W.: Yes, makes sense.

Isaacson: So, when I was at The Fox in St. Louis, I was presenting.

E.W.: That makes more .sense.

Isaacson: Right, but the irony was, and part of the way to succeed in the commercial
theatre, which is very hard to succeed in, is that you learn that the best thing to do is be
on every side of the table. So for example, when the National Tour of Thoroughly
Modem Millie went out, I was producing it, but then I was presenting it at The Fox.

E.W.: Right.
Isaacson: So a Presenter is someone who is in a city, and is buying, or putting together
annually a number of Broadway shows for their own community. Some places are non
profit presenters, some are for-profit. Ifs actually all over the map; mostly, non-profit, to
be honest. But, you know, it's looked upon as a wonderful service for the community, an
economical anchor for the performing art centers. You know,every city has their own
mission for what that does for them. The Fox here is a private commercial enterprise.
And what was great about it was that we had a mindset that we may be owned privately,
but we act like a not-for-profit. We related to our audiences in a way that people were
surprised. People would call me and say, “I want to donate to The Fox, how do I do it?”
And we would have to be like, uhh we can’t accept donations. And they would be like
“really, you guys are for profit?” So we didn’t take the stance that some for profits do. If
you look at the arc of some of the shows I presented, and even some that we produced,
they weren't really about the money. It was about either an artist we wanted to support, a
material that needed to have a stage, it was a way to serve a part of the community that
didn’t normally come through our doors. And the great thing about that with the owners
is that I totally had the freedom and control to make those calls. They supported
everything that I did. They were unbelievable.

Ill

E.W.: That's awesome.

Isaacson: Yea they were great, really great people. And they understood it. And to be
honest, it sometimes challenged me on if we were really doing enough.

E.W.: What do you see in the future of Live Theatre in 5, 10, 15 years?
Isaacson: oh wow.

E.W.: Yea, 1 know that's a big controversial topic.

Isaacson: Yea. you know. Ill give you the answer and then 111 tell you what I think of the
question.

E.W.: hahaha okay.

Isaacson: I think all indicators are, they are really great. I think what’s happening now,
again I pretty much think through glasses of Musical Theatre so I’m sort of in that world
of talking about it because that's my pa.ssion

E.W.: yea, that's my passion as well.

Isaacson: Right. So if you look at it, the cannon ball that musical theatre took was Rock
n Roll. And we are now at the end of the cycle. That’s not to say that Rock n Roll is
going to go away, but its power as “the" galvanizing cultural force is really diminished.
It has diminished for a couple of things. One, I think we are discovering that Rock N Roll
as a form was really the passion creation of the generation of the Baby Boomers,so there
is that. You have the fact that part of what made it powerful is that you have single forms
of medium, and you don't anymore. It’s all over the place. And your generation is
coming on here, and creating such a sense of vai'iety, that couldn’t have technologically
existed before. So everything is taking a hit, there is no dominant force. If you look at it,
whatever that top Pop act is now, who is it? I couldn’t even tell you.

E.W.: Oh, I don't know
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Isaacson: Right. 20 years ago we would have sat here and said Michael Jackson. We
w'ould have known that, everybody would have known that. Or Madonna or whoever it
was at the time.

E.W.: 1 probably would have say Lady Gaga. I hate her, but that’s a personal matter.

Isaacson: Right. But if you look at the sales and the impact of Lady Gaga, it’s probably
not even 507r of w hat Madonna was.

E.W.: Yea, absolutely, it is.

Isaacson: Right, because there is more to do. But what is interesting here is that what is
coming out of the rock is a sense of variety, openness and understanding. It has created a
new place for theatre, because it isn't considered old and stagey, it’s actually kind of
interesting. You know’, because it isn't apologizing for its limitations anymore. Because
people are aware that everything is limited. People are more savvy, knowledgeable,
intuitively understanding of what different forms of the performing arts or media can and
can't do. They are much more literate, they understand the language. Where when it was
created, it was this wonderful mystery. Like,“WOW!” But now they know, the wizards
are behind the curtain pulling the thing. One of my favorite Interviews at the end of the
year, there was this great show in the morning called Morning Joe and they were
rerunning their favorite interviews for the year, and they had Betty White on there which
was so strange, I mean you think well this is charming. And they were asking her
something about the arc of career and what was different, which is such a stupid question,
and her answer was brilliant. She said,“ Well, you gotta know that I started out as a
producer in Television.
E.W.: Seriously, I would have never known that.

Isaacson: Oh yea. When you read the arc of her career, she was actually a founding
mother of that media. 1 mean, not in a broad sense, but she was an early pioneer let’s put
it that way. And she had one of the first early hit TV shows in the fifties, but anyways
she said, “You know, I was a television producer, we would literally put on the costumes
of the of the Merry Widow and we would go in front of the camera and act it, and no one
knew what this medium was. Now at the end of my career, in this chapter, whatever you
do, you say the first line, you show the images, the audiences know exactly what the
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jokes will be, exactly who the characters are, and they will know how it’s going to end.’
Our sophistication and knowledge of entertainment form, of story stmcture is Just night
and day from 50 \ ears ago. So that is why people are more open to things. The other
thing about musicals and live performance is, because digitally everything can be
replicated, it feels to us less value. You cannot replicate this. Even when you show the
live broadcast, which is a form of it, you know you are missing something. You are
missing the power of the people around you.
E.W.: That's what makes theatre so exuberant.

Isaacson: Right. And ironically, we are coming to the arc of it where theatre is becoming
more valuable to people. Now' we just need an economy where they can afford it.
E.W.: Yes.

Isaacson: But w hat is funny is that your strength is your weakness, and right now, what
was formally a weakness is appearing to be a REAL strength.

E.W.: I would agree with that. Absolutely. From the performer’s side, since you have
been around, do you agree with the thought that you should go to LA before you go to
New York? Or do you think people should pick? Because I agree that they are totally
different but...

Isaacson: If you want to work on Broadway, you need to go to New York. I don’t know
why anyone says to go to LA.

E.W.: Because you see all of these famous movie stars, maybe because they think it will
give more publicity to the show so they put them in a show.

Isaacson: Well it depends. If you want to be a star, go to LA. If you want to work in the
theatre, go to New York.
E.W.: Makes sense.

Isaacson: I worked with Kristen Chenoweth on You’re a Good Man Charlie Brown, that
was her big break through.
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E.W.: Yes. it was.

Isaacson: And ii was \ cry clear... she wanted to be a star. And she had that stuff to be a
star as we define it. And she set out to create a career thinking; I’m going to become a
star. And she did. Everyone else in there, kind ofjust wanted to be a working actor.
There is a difference. LA is for stars; New York is for a career in the theatre.

E.W.: Yes. I agree with that.

Isaacson: So, your Broadway stars, Bernadette Peters, Patti Lupone, all the icons.
E.W.: Sutton Foster.

Isaacson: Sutton Foster!

E.W.: Gosh. I love her.

Isaacson: You know, no one is going to do a film around them in LA.

E.W.: Right.

Isaacson: They aren't the people who people would say are the green light of film.
Particularly, until their world started collapsing 3 of4 years ago, as a producer, the studio
wouldn't even care about the script, if you have Tom Cruise, so and so, and so and so
committed to do it, we will bank roll it.

E.W.: Got it

Isaacson: That’s where the power was. But that now has wildly eroded.
E.W.: Perfect.

Isaacson: But in that world, it’s not like you could say,“You know, Sutton Foster has
been nominated 5 times and has won 2 Tonys” and they would say,“who?”. You know
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they arc very dilTcrent worlds, different things. Nobody who is serious about theatre goes
to LA.

E.W.: I would agree. See, T ve never had the desire to go to LA because I’m getting a
musical theatre degree so I have always thought that would be stupid. So, Kristen
Chenoweth, Suttons Foster, all of these stars on Broadway, do you think they are stars on
talent, or for other reasons?

Isaacson: 1 think absolutely because of talent.

E.W.: You don't think there is something else? Because I see these people in my
program, and people at the.se auditions who are very talented, and I would almost say just
as talented as these stars, but not all of these talented people are going to be stars on
Broadway. So. do you think that's their motivation and their work ethic? Or besides
talent, what do you think it also takes to become a star on Broadway? Does that make
sen.se?

Isaacson: Yeah.

E.W.: Okay.
Isaacson: I think there is a certain amount of luck, right place and right time.

E.W.: Right.
Isaacson: There is a lot of determination. And you know,Broadway is a community.
You know it's so funny how we talk about Sutton Foster, because over night we had her
resume for Thoroughly Modern Millie, she was in the tour of Les Miserahles, she was in
a ton and in that people got to know her, future directors, future choreographers.

E.W.: Yea, I was going to say connections and knowing people.

Isaacson: Yea. Absolutely. You know, one of the reasons why I took this gig is because I
can fantasy cast. So I'm calling up people I want to work with and say,“I’ve loved your
work. You want to come up here for 3 weeks and have the time of your life for 12,000
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people a night and play so and so?" And I do this because I know them, I know their
friends, people say that they are wonderful to work with.
E.W.: Riizht

Isaacson: Yes. so there is that and ultimately they got the right opportunity for them.
Kristen Chenow eth was looking at two .scripts, “You’re a Good Man Charlie Brown” and
then they wanted her to play Winnie Tate in “Annie Get Your Gun”. And everyone said,
you have to do Charlie Brown what the heck are you doing? Come on.

E.W.: I think that is a perfect part for her

Isaacson: Right! Well, that part didn't exist before this production. It’s not in the
original.

E.W.: oh got it.
Isaacson: But she had a sense of herself. And she had a sense of where the match was.
So she turned down “Annie Get Your Gun", and took a lot of grief for it. You know,
read her book, she talks about it. It's very interesting. I mean she turned down Millie.
We developed Millie for her, and she turned it down.

E.W.: Are you serious?

Isaacson: Oh yea. She did a reading for us and it was wonderful. We told her “The part
is yours". And you know, she was beginning to get the Hollywood sen.se and all of that
and she turned it down. She talks about it in her book. She picked that Sitcom that
totally tanked, and she hears how great Millie was and how Sutton went on and won the
Tony and she knew that could have been her part.

E.W.: You need to know yourself. You .see that’s the thing, I feel like so much in the
theatre world, everyone is trying to tell you what you are.

Isaacson: Right.
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E.W.; And at luir school, when people ask "what’s my type” They always tell us that we
need to discover and decide that.

I can tell looking at you and your talents that you have

a specific area that is your type, but you have to know yourself and figure yourself out.
Isaacson: Riizhl

E.W.: I used to do some pageant work, which I have since stopped since it was
ridiculous, but \ ou ha\ e tons of different people telling you how to be yourself when you
really just need to push them aside and be and do what’s best for you.

Isaacson: Absolutely. Certainly, at an audition sense that is what you are looking for.

E.W.: That was another one of my questions actually. What stands out to you at an
audition ? Do you sit in on auditions being the producer? Because I know Paul used too,
but not until clo.ser to the end.

Isaacson: Yes. You know in a Broadway environment, they have looked at hundreds of
people before 1 am in the room. Basically for principal roles, you are talking and talking
to the Director, you sort of know who is out there and you have been riffing blah blah
blah, and you get to where the final three or four people are coming in. But most of the
things I have produced in New York have been original musicals. So there is a whole
conversation going on because you have an actor who informs the writing. So it’s kind
of a different thing. Cau.se you think,“Oh I didn’t think of that possibility”, but then you
start to think about that and how different relationships would play off And in this
process. I’m having to be recruiting and then going through auditions and I haven’t even
done it once. So 111 learn.

E.W.: Absolutely. What's your least favorite part about being a producer?
Isaacson: Um...

E.W.: I guess that’s good if that’s a hard question.

Isaacson: My least favorite part is when writers, actors, directors, choreographers,
musicians, people whom I have supported and nurtured when their work is unjustly
criticized. That I don’t... Don’t fuck with my kids. Thai’s not good for me. I get very
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upset. You \\ ant to come after me, fine. Don't mess with my kids. And, you know
producing a show especially in a Broadway environment everyone just talks. The
coverage is so superficial. It's a very personal endeavor. I don’t care what the show is
and what Michael Real writes about the producers and all the other crap that’s goes on
out there, these are dedicated professionals that work really hard. And you know,the
chips fall the wa\ the chips fall. That's what the business is. But, you know, what’s
interesting about if you look at my track record, Thoroughly Modem Millie, even though
it won the Tony, it wasn't really recognized for how good of a show it’s until about 3
years after it closed. People realized, that was a good show. What happens in the culture
of Broadway, is that shows get unfairly put in a slot. And it’s done by a particular
culture. And it often doesn't represent the work that is on the stage and it’s sort of
dissuading but you know, the worst Judges of a show is actually the theatre community
because they've seen too much, they've done too much and they are looking at it through
really tinted glasses. So that's the hardest part you know.

E.W.: That's actually great that you said that for my school because we have our shows
critiqued.

Isaacson: Right

E.W.: and you know the girl who critiques us is a past theatre major and I think hacked
off a few people and now is a graduate student and writes on the productions

Isaacson: There is nothing worse than having a critic coming out of the academic
environment of theatre. This is like the worst. And I say it to their faces. I say, you have
a PhD and you don't know shit. I’ll take a good insightful critic. I’ll take a good solid
insightful critic don't get me wrong, but you know what you have with some critics is
you know I believe, and I believed this when I was a critic, you know if your going to do
a restoration comedy, as a critic your job is to walk in and say they are doing a restoration
comedy, let's see how well they did it.
E.W.: Got it

Isaacson: Not “Why would you do a Restoration Comedy? Everyone hates restoration
comedy"
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E.W.: Right critique what they actually put on the stage and their mission.

Isaacson: Yes their work and what they do.
E.W.: Okay

Isaacson: Yes. You get that: you get a knee jerk reaction to any musical that is set out to
entertain an audience. To serve as a well crafted entertainment, a superbly crafted
entertainment. Which is a through line in the history of American Musical Theatre, it
has always e.xisted. In those shows, Priscilla, Sister Act, Legally Blonde, you know just
lake these canon halls and you go “what?”. But eventually in time, people go... “This is
a really good show".
E.W.: Ahsolutelv.

Isaacson: Right. So you know time, think of Sondheim, he is quite eloquent but nobody
understands a show in its time. Nobody does, it takes a while. And also, musicals
weren't an art written to be eternal form. I mean, eighty years later, we can’t do musicals
for the Thirties because they were written for people whose sounds, ideas, tones,
everything that was present tense. The musical is this beautiful American art that
changes as we all grow. So it gets very tiresome when you have people write “Well, it’s
not Carousel" Really? I don't think “Smokey Joes Cafe” was trying to be you know? So
you gel this weird kind of thing.

E.W.: Right

Isaacson: You know, it's funny here last summer, we opened with “Legally Blonde”
ironically and the audience went crazy, and you felt this present tense conversation
becau.se it's written for now. The Jokes are now, it’s 2010, that’s what they are. We
followed up with “Kiss Me Kate” and you had crickets every night. Which, doesn’t
mean it's not good, but it doesn't have that energy that galvanizes the audience. So
museum theatre is really hard and you have to watch, where is the museum now? The
great thing is, I would argue that of the “are in age” canon, clearly “King and I”, “Sound
of Music", probably “Oklahoma” 1 don't know, but they stand the test of time. They
seem to be working throughout.
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E.W.: Right

Isaacson: You ha\ e to look at them direclorially, musically, and orchestrationly, but the
themes, ideas, and characters seem to be....

E.W.: Still fit and relate to the audience.

Isaacson: Yes, exactly. But you know, you also have to look at it in a context of theatre.
I have to explain the argument through the eyes of television. Think about it, in the
Fifties and Sixties there were literally hundreds and hundreds of situation comedies.
What has survived? “I Love Lucy". I mean “Friends" is kind of painful to watch now
and that was ten years ago.

E.W.: Yea. I watched that last night actually.

Isaacson: yea. so you look at it now and say “the core of this is funny, but boy”. And the
problem is, my problem is some people will come in to theatre expecting everything to be
w'hat they think is eternal. And it's just not supposed to be that. It’s an unfair
expectation on the artist. It's the wrong expectation. Which is different from, that the
craft of the work that has been staged for what it’s, needs to be superb. If you are going
to do a restoration comedy, it better be an amazing restoration comedy, know that form
and do it.

E.W.: Got it. With that being said, if you had to pick one thing, what do you like most
about being a Producer?

Isaacson: I get to work with some really amazing people.

E.W.: That is what I would have guessed it would have been.

Isaacson: Yea. And they aren’t easy, but they challenge me to be better, be smarter, to be
more human, to learn how to listen, connect. Connect, that is what it’s. And when
everyone in a surrounding production is really connecting, and creating the same world
that audience knows it. You know when you are watching a show and you can say,
“everyone in this show knew what they were doing together”. You know it.
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E.W.: Absolutely. 1 have one last question, and then I think I feel good.

Isaacson: Great.

E.W.: Okay, if you have, well I guess someone like myself, but anyways, if you had one
tip of advice for a twenty year old that is in the industry or wanting to be in the industry
on the performer side, what would be your advice? That's my overall question.

Isaacson: At that stage, no opportunity is too big or too small. Do everything you
possibly can, see everything you possible can. What I find, this is a personal issue with
particularly young performers, their knowledge of the history of the craft and the history
of their slKnvs, and the eultures surrounding it and why it came to be, is sometimes
ridiculously shallow.

E.W.: 1 would agree.

Isaacson: And so, all of that information is out there, read a damn book.

E.W.: I am in history of Musical Theatre next semester.

Isaacson: Yea, know w hat that is. And do everything you can to get in an environment
where there are people whom you respect, and you believe are good and doing good work
so you can watch them, learn and connect.

E.W.: yes, learn and grow.

Isaacson: You know' there is a big joke with all of the producers and my peers of sort of
our generation. You know everyone started cleaning the toilet at a theatre somewhere.
You know, that’s what this business is. You sort of wander in, you work hard, somebody
notices you, you connect. This becomes this, you move on there.

E.W.: So you work up the totem pole.

Isaacson: Yea.
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E.W.: Pcrfcci. 1 uduld agree with that. I was out to lunch with someone I met from the
Muny. long friend now, hut we were saying that growing up in St. Louis, growing up in a
place with great resiuirces like the Muny, I think it's very under appreciated. I feel like
people are loo. 1 don't know.

Isaacson: Yea. It's very true and it's not just the sentimental stuff, I think what part of
it's, people for some reason think that there is a Muny in every city.

E.W.: That is what 1 am saying!

Isaacson: yea, it's not a hyperbole: there is nothing else like this in the world.

E.W.: Right
Isaacscm: So what this is, and what this does for the audience, and when I articulate it,
people are alvv ays \ cry open to it. They are like “Oh.." I mean I had to tell the board, and
they were like “Really?"

E.W.: And you are on the board? Haha

Isaacson: Yea, you know. So, but I think you are absolutely right, I think part of the
responsibility for that is this institution and it hasn’t been articulating that. And I am
articulating that, and you have to say it a million times in a million different languages
and every time.

E.W.: It will click with one more person, someone new.

Isaacson: The catch phrase for years around here, and you see it on some of the old
literature, was “Alone in its Greatness". The problem is, it’s alone, we have lost a bit of
great, and I am trying to build that back up and recreate that. Well, not recreate it, but
create it in a new and exciting way so it doesn’t feel like people are being sold something,
but that they are seeing something. They are seeing something that isn’t done anywhere
else in this manner and that is really means to something to them in their lives. Then, all
of that doesn't become hyperbole it becomes real. And that is my Job.

E.W.: Perfect. Well I think that is it, thank you so much for your time.
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I

Isaacson: Not a problem al all I was happy to help, good luck to you.

I
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Appendix 2:
Thompson Interview on 5/14/12 at 2:30 pm

E.W.: Thank you so much for meeting with me.

Thompsem; Not a problem at all. It's a pleasure.

E.W.: So YOU went to Ole Miss correct?

Thoinpsim: 1 did indeed.

E.W.; That is too funny. What did you major in?

Thompstm; Theatre Arts

E.W.: Got it, and did you just love it ?

Thompson: No.

E.W.: Oh, that's so sad. I love Ole Miss.

Thompson: Oh, 1 love Ole Miss. I did not like our department.
l!

E.W.: Oh, I understand. So, you went to Ole Miss where you got your undergraduate
degree in Theatre Arts. What did you do after that?

Thompson: From there I moved to the city in 2002.

E.W.: Okay.

Thompson: I graduated in 2000, then moved here in 2002, and interned at the Bernard
Telsey office hack when they were Bernard Telsey casting. I interned there for 5 months,
and then that ended in about March or April, and then after that I did some PA work for
them, so I was on site for them. If they had invited dance calls or anything like that I
would work with them just organizing and being like “hey you go here, you go there”

that t\'pc o( thing. Taking hcad.shot.s and resumes, putting people in the right order all of
that uiKxI stuff.

E.W.: Absidutclv

Thompson. Love them. 1 actually really enjoyed that. And then from there I took some
time off and tra\ clod a bit. And then started at CSD in 2004 and was there until 2006. I
was there for 2.5 \ ears as an assistant in the non-camera division. And then worked a
year as a casting director Onion News Network. And then I got here in 2008? Yea,I got
here in 2008 because 1 spent all of 2007 at the onion. So I have been here since 2008 and
am obviously still here presently.

E.W.: Okay. Cool. So where did you grow up?

Thompson; Ocean Springs, Mississippi.

E.W.: Oh, so you are from Mississippi, which makes a lot more sense now.

Thompson: Yes 1 am.

E.W.: Okay. So did you have any family members that were in performing?

Thompson: Nope.

E.W.: Wow,so you just figured it out and did it all on your own.

Thompson: Yep. You got it.
E.W.: Just moved up here and went for it?

Thompson: Yes.

E.W.: Oh gosh that is so .scary.

Thompson: I mean, I performed in community theatre and stuff as a child, but you know.
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E.W.; Sc't did \iui c\cr want lo perform? Or was your passion always on this side of the
induslrv ’

Thtimpson: riicre was a lime that 1 wanted to perform, but that was beaten out of me very
quickly during my lime in college. Very quickly.

E.W.; Was ihis because of the professors?

ThompsiMi: Oh \ es. 1 w as told tlal out that 1 would never pass my juries. Told flat out.

E.W.: Oh...

Thompsim; yep.

E.W.: At Ole Miss?

Thompson: Yes. Kid you not. One faculty member told me that men don’t belt, they
scream. And that put me to question their entire musical theatre program when they
hadn't realized that men had been belting since 1995 on the stage.

E.W.: Yea.

Thompson: Yea. Dm, Ell give you two guesses on who said that. And then it just, well
let's back up, 1 knew 1 never wanted to be a star. Ever. Like if I wanted to go into
performing it would have been to like be on a soap opera. I knew that then and from the
get go. And that was because job security was rocking in the soap industry back in the
90's.

E.W.: 1 didn’t know that.

Thompson: Yea, you weren’t born yet, so of course you wouldn’t know. Haha.

E.W.: I love soap operas though, 1 think they would be fun.

Thompson: Yea right? Haha. And 1 didn’t want to keep a diet.
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E.W

Amen.

ThcMiipsiMi: Bui I knew pretty much that 1 didn't want to perform. I could sing my face
off, but it w as never utilized so I was like “well, okay". However, I do find it very
hysterical that the people from, that I graduated with, the “star" of our department,
hahaha. ^'ea...

E.W.: Who was it back then?

Thompson: It was

E.W.: Cioi ya. I Just know that they still talk about people.

Thompst)n; Oh yea. I know,

:i;

Who works wonderfully in Philadelphia, but not so

much in New Y ork. Yea.... Ummmm and the two people who did not pass their juries
my year, are both the ones consistently working. So it's just kind of like, okay.

E.W.: Sec that is so ironic to me. Because, maybe they shoot people down before hand
becau.se I feel like so many people make it through our juries at our school. But maybe
they have changed it too? It shocks me to where...

Thompson: Oh, of course. I was told that I wouldn’t pass, and then I didn’t even really
want to do it to begin with. 1 was like, I would rather learn things than do this.

E.W.: Absolutely, 1 mean I was even thinking about doing the B.A. instead of the B.F.A.
with the business and then, 1 don't know 1 didn’t want to do foreign language and she
talked me into it since I was one of “Rene’s Kids"

Thompson: I was never a Rene Kid". She liked me, but not so much.

E.W.: She talks so good and positive about you now. I guess maybe because you are
working?

Thompson: It's because I am not in the department anymore.

E.W.: Got ya.
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ThcMiipson: She nc\ cr knew what to do with me. Ever. I don’t know,it’s very fiinny. I
had a knee

out on stage during Showstoppers, my first year in Showstoppers.

E.W.: fhat's o\er now.

Thcuiipson; Oh \ ea. 1 liear that. In Showstoppers 1998, my knee went out while I was on
stage.

E.W.; Oh god.

Thompson; ^'ea. So 1 didn't make the la.st tap number. That was the last time I was cast
thrcuigh her. Exeept for Man a La Mancha

E.W.: I have heard nothing but fabulous things about that show.

Thompson: Well yea because

:}: :f:

**

was the shit. She was one of the best things to

ever happen to that department, she was amazing. But, I was a muleteer who didn’t sing.
And 1 was like the third replacement and I was like “ Fuck”. But I had to do it because I
knew that if 1 didn't they would find a way to fuck with me somehow. So I had to do it.
But yea, that was it. I would get called back, but it was always some stupid reason. I
knew I could out dance that person. 1 knew 1 could out sing that person.

E.W.: I feel like w e have a few people in our department like that right now.

Thompson: Oh, I'm sure. But I was like fine whatever. So, my senior recital is still
spoken about by people w'ho went to it.

E.W.: Because it w'as so good?

Thompson: Yea, umm 1 decided that I was just going to sing “Don’t Cry For Me
Argentina" for my recital and just like not even care. And I did and I got a standing
ovation and made people cry and all of that stuff. And everyone came up to me
afterwards and w as like "why were you never in a musical?” And I was like, “I don t
know, ask the directors”.
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li.W

Well \oii showed them. And you are doing great now so it doesn’t even matter.

Tlnunpson: 1 mean I'm in a totally different area and doing it very well so yea.

EAV.: Well that’s awesome. See I love hearing stories like that. Now did you always
want to iio to Ole Miss.’

Thompson: No. 1 w eni to Ole Miss as a last ditch. I needed to go to school somewhere
because I w as accepted to Florida State and was planning on going there for a not theatre
reason. 1 w as jiisi going to go to FSU and major in history actually. And then I went to
Orientation there and haled it. Like hated it.

E.W.: EltM'ida .Stale is in a icrrible city.

Thompson; Right. And F\ c ne\ er been treated so shallowly by people before in my life.
And I tlKHight **1 dcui'i want to go here". So when my parents picked me up from
orientation we got back in the van and I looked at them and said, “well, I don’t want to go
to Florida State". And then my parents were like “Well, what the hell are you going to
do?". And 1 w ent, “W''ell why don't we call Ole Miss, I am already pre accepted why
don't we just put me in there". I mean it was always second or third choice anyways.
And then my mom was like “well where el.se could you go?" And I was pre accepted
into Alabama and Auburn. I was pre accepted to every SEC school because I happen to
be very intelligent. At that point, it was a matter of, who is going to pick up the phone.
Ole Miss picked up the phone and I was in within five minutes. Luckily, I knew the sons,
because I hadn't met her by then yet, of the Alumni Association head because they had
dated tw o friends of mine. So I called them and was like “hey, what do I do?’’ And they
were like, “okay, you are .set." Coming back from Tallahassee, before we got to
Pensacola 1 was signed, sealed, delivered and my parents had already had their heart
attacks and w'ere like “Oh my god, why are you doing this to us”. And then when we got
back to Ocean Springs my dad was like “Well, now I can buy a boat’’. And I was like
“yes you can daddy" because FSU was super expensive.

E.W.: Yes it's.

Thompson: But we got all of our money back for it because we had Just sent all of the
checks. So he wds like, “hahah send them back". It was great.
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E.W.: Aw csomc. Since > ou w ent lo Ole Miss and times may have changed so you can
clu'jsc to talk in present tense l‘m not sure, do you feel like we are at a huge disadvantage
in the pert ormer iiulusti \ ’ I guess what I am asking is, do you think it’s about where you
gt) ti> selund or the talent?

Thompson: It's about where you go to school, because you don't showcase. So no one
knows w ho I coming in and out of that department. You don’t have the luxury of being
an NYT, tu Ithaca, or C'arnegie Mellon, or Michigan
E.W.: Riizht

ThompscMi: I hev have show cases here in the city. And you don’t have an alumni that
w cu ks at a casting office that can make your program that much better.

E.W.: Oh, absidutely.

Thompson: And there are some offices in the city that have the reputation, like well some
schools have the reputation that they have hecau.se they have alumni who are extremely
well placed casting directors.

E.W.: And it so funny lo me because being from St. Louis all of my friends are at those
big schools, And I had other options but I am at Ole Miss for various reasons. Like, I am
the feature tw irler for Ole Miss.

Thompson: Baton or tlag?
E.W.: Baton.

Thompson: Okay. Because 1 know that you twirl a baton and spin a flag but some people
will still say twirl and 1 am like “what now?” I'm like you twirl a baton. And if you are
like me and my mother you do it when that baton is on fire.

E.W.: Yes someone who understands! Do you twirl?

Thompson: 1 used to.
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E.W.: Sluii up.

TlKMiipson; M\ mom w as a majorctic. And it wasn't hard for her to be like, “and that’s
mv scm”.

E.W.: Oh. tun. 'Sea mv mom is m\ coach too. I coach a high school line in St. Louis and
they arc natiofial champions. And it was cool for me to go to an SEC school to twirl, a
big schoid. It w ill help me later in performing hopefully.

Thompson; 'S'es.

E.W.: Music Man I am ready to go.

Thompson: Absolutely.

E.W.: Okay so back to my point earlier. I am friends with people at these prestigious
schools, who aren't an> more talented than some of the top people at our school. So it s
sad. So, if you are a determined person at Ole Miss...

Thompson: It doesn't matter. I mean the talent is what matters the most. Having that
you went to a school somewhere does get you into the door easier, but if you are from
Ole Miss and when you come up here and do the presentation thing people meet you, but
they also meet you and see that sometimes the musical performance isn’t up to par.

E.'W.: The people who come here, absolutely. I feel like a lot of people with a lot of
talent don’t even come here because they know that. But, it’s worth their time for
talented people to come and show though right?

Thompson: Ryan Patrick Muiphy did not showcase. He has been off Broadway for tons
and the national tour of Legally Blonde. Tate Ellington did not showcase.

E.W.: Tate Ellington didn't even get into the BFA program right?

Thompson: Tate Ellington did, but not until his second time to jury. The same with
Ryan.
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E.\V.:(lol \ ou

Thomjison; I lic\ were m\ \car. They both did not and Tale Ellington got feature films
and stilt t hceaiisc lie w as lalenied. He came up here and he did the showcases. Because
there are showcases in the city loo, whieh are a whole different thing.

H.W.; ('an \oii explain those to me'

Thompson; ^'ea. A production company will be like hey, I want to do “Romeo and
Juliet". So a eroup ot people audition and they do “Romeo and Juliet” and you only get
paid like .S100.

But ihe\ are equity showcase.s, so you get your equity points and people

come see it.

E.W.: Oh got ya. ^’ea 1 know what you are talking about.

Thompson: Right. Or you go to Actors Connection or other places where you have to pay
to meet easting directors or an agent and you go in and audition for them. I meet so many
people that w a\. 1 meet people who are better than the people I see at school showcases,
but they w ent somew here in Illinois or somewhere that doesn’t have a strong showcase so
yea.

E.W.: Right. Perfect. That is kindofvv hat I thought, but it’s good to hear it from someone
ekse. Now' to go into the whole agency side of it, what are the requirements? I’m trying
to think because you Just have your B.A. in theatre right?

Thompson: Yes.

E.W.: Now. do a lot of people have higher education?
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Thi>mpson: Nope

H.W .: No .’ Because somew here along the bkx'k 1 heard that a law degree would help me.

Th(Mii{')son: ()ka\. alright, now do you want to be an agent? Or do you want to be a
shark

H.W .: ()h. 1 diMi'l know .

TlKMiipsim: There is aditTerenee. Because the larger agencies like the CAA,a William
Morris, IC’M, things like that, it will be very beneficial for you to have a law degree. But
if you were thinking on the lines of a innovative, or here, or any of the normal midsize, or
even larger heeause some of those like innovation are a larger size, but you don’t have to
have your law degree. 1 don't know anywhere that says you have to have your law
degree.

E.W.: Right. 1 have never heard that you have too.

ThtmipstMi; Right, you don't. But it's beneficial if you are at the big offices. And even at
a big office, you still have to go through their specific training program. Ifsalofits
kind ol' ridieuknis. You literally start off in a mailroom, and you have to stab the person
in front of ytui iti gel ahead.

E.W.: Goiui to knenv. Because my mother has always said to me that she doesn’t think I
would be able to learn how to stab.

Thompson: Yea, because it's very cut throat. And I know some people who are like, no,
it’s not like that", but it really is.

E.W.: It’s kind of like performing. That is a reason why I would like to go to law school
in New York because that gives me three years to audition and dab around in it. But
essentially, I don't want to live that lifestyle. That would be so hard as a performer I
think.
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I'liiMiipscMi; ^ L\i

I mean I ha\c inicniewed at different agencies throughout the city and

no one has blinked at the fact that I am from Mississippi, and have an accent on an
oeeasuMi. ii was about if 1 knew what I was talking about. And do I know what to do?
That IS w liai it eomes from, riie best thing to do is to get an internship. That is the best
thiiui.

B.W.: .And how did \ou go about getting your internship? Just looking online and going
for it

Thompson; 'S ea.
E.W.: 1 mean that* w hat 1 i.\o on mv own anyways.

Thomps(Mi: 1 Just had a resume typed up and just sent that bad boy to everyone who was
looking feu an intern. .And 1 had the luxury of, since I worked I interned in a casting
office, of already ha\ ing experience. Because my senior year at Ole Miss I cast like three
shows? Yea, seunething like that, and 1 had ca.st things for community theatre as well. So
they were like, ymi actually know what you are doing? And I was like well yes I do.

E.W.: The coolest thing Eve done is that 1 went to MidWest this year and did the
screening for Oxford Shakespeare Fe.stival because Rene and Julia couldn’t do it so they
asked me. And 1 was like, al right.

Thompson: Nice. Very nice. lt‘s good though to learn.

E.W.: It was a gcnid experience though watching that unified audition because I am
usually alw'ays in them and this way 1 was able to leara. The shocking thing for me was,
1 figured there would be so much more talent than I actually saw.

Thompson: Oh, no.

E.W.: I was w'aiting. 1 was like come on bring it to me! Haha

Thompson: ('ih yea.
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I*.\\

And ilicic u as only like one person lhal I was super impressed with the entire

weekend

Ii was so slu'ekim!.

rhoinpst>n: I lial is a \ol ol il.

1:W .; And liow people present themselves. That is a huge thing. I didn’t know there
were so main people who didn’t know how to dress. A question about that, it’s about
something I saw there, t his is non-related to my thesis. There were some people there
wearing jeans and like a nice top. Is that in? Cause we are taught to never do that for an
audition like this, it’s always a dress.

Thompsim: That’s not right. You can wear jeans. You can wear whatever the hell you
want to wear.

H.W.: Well goinl. That was just a question 1 had. It was the Webster Conservatory kids
that were wearing that.

Thompson: Yea as kmg as you look pre.sentable you can wear whatever you want.

E.W.: Got yu. Makc.ssen.se. Sorry that was just something I was wondering. Okayso
men’mg on. and 1 iipologize if this is a very ignorant question. So you have clients,
perhM'mcrs. and you guys get them different jobs. Like how many clients does tbs
agency have?

Thompsc^n: We ha\ c 160. That is a pretty even split between men and woman. We do
TV, film and theatre so we only w ork wath people for television, theatre and film. Well
two of them just closed, so w e have people in about twelve Broadway shows right now.

E.W.: Okay.

Thompson: We have two Tony Nominees. Granted, one was a Tony Nominee and has
left us since, but we still booked him in the job that he got the nomination for so we hold
it.

E.W.: That is awesome.
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riiompson

e\i It's prciiN ciH'tl. Thai is whai 1 do, I gel people jobs for TV,film and

l heal re

\i.\\

Ihai isawcM'me Civ>sh lhai is so cool. Now,do you plan on doing this for the rest

of your lile ’ C )i u Iktc do \ oii sec yourself in ten years?

riiompson; I donT kiunv.

Ei.W.; Thai is a ui'od answer. When you are looking at people, what really Stands out to
you ai an audition oi meeting when you are looking for clients?

Thompson; The work is always the most important part. But then, I always say it s the
“utis”. And I \ es 1 stole that phrase from Carrie Bradshaw. And it isn’t the “it”. You
know w hen jK'ople say that they need to have the “it'\ that's not what it’s. And it’s not
star quality because that isn't it either. It's, do I think that person is willing to work? That
persiMi doesn't have \o be the ne.xi Vivian Lee, I want someone I can see work. Forthis
office and me in particular. I w ant someone I believe in. Like I have always wanted more
for other people. .\lw a\s. In high .school, college. I've always wanted more for other
people. 1 w ant someime that 1 am going to be able to it back and go,“yea I can sell you .
It isn't going ti^ be hard, it's going to be, well it might be hard, but I can see it. I can see
five redes that ycni will play automatically. Like I can see where you fit. Do you
understand me?

E.W.: Yea. Yea. Yea. Ab.soluiely. So versatility?

Thompson; Yes. But even if you aren't versatile, I want someone who knows what they
arc doing.

E.W.: And the w'ork ethic is a huge part of it. There are so many performers that don t
have this.
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riu>mpson 1 ai:icc. bui uc don’t know this when we are first auditioning you.

i:.\\

l ine

rinnnpsim; Aiul c\cn in \oui meeting I really don’t. That comes with time. But when I
sec somci>ne’s umk. that is what gets it. .And then in the meeting, the question is, do I
want to \M>rk with \ou ’ Are \ ou someone 1 want to work with’? That is most of it right
there.

H.W.: Ahst>luiel\ lor nuisieal theatre, with singing, dancing, and acting what is there
order ot import,inee .’ 1 know that they are all equally important, but what would you put
them in.’

Thompson; They aren't ,ill equally important.

E.W.; I was try ing to say the politically correct thing.

Thompson; ’’I'ea. 'Hoii don't have to worry about that. 1 would say it varies person to
person, If you hav e a killer voice, and your acting skills are amazing as well and your
dance is kind cd' iffy, that is still fine. But yet, if you can kick your face and cant act to
save your life, hut vchi can sing as well, then that is fine because there are a lot of people
on Broadway right now who can either just act,just sing, or just dance. They can t do all
three.

E.W.; That is so weird to me.

Thompson: I know. Ideally, people want to be triple threats, but Sutton Foster is really
the only triple threat that is currently working.

E.W.; I love her.

Thompson: Right. If Jane Grieoski was on a stage, she would be a triple threat, but right
now
now it's Sutton Foster. But right now a lot of people are getting by because right
there aren’t a lot of musicals that require the principal to dance. So you go on tracks.
You can go ensemble track or you can play principals in Regional’s until you make it on
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Bmaklw a\. Which is ihc track that a lot of people will do,buuheie hasn't been, except
for ■'('hictigo" and ".Anvthing Goes". "How to succeed" was pretty good at it, but even
"H\ ita" cut ti pas dc deux hecaiise they couldn't do it. And that is sad because that is an
aina/in^ piece ot’danee.

h.WSo for someone who goes ensemble track

I hompson: If you are going ensemble track you better be able to dance your ass off and
\x>Li better be able to sing your face off.

But do they usually get stuck in the ensemble.^

I hompson; I hey'rc some people who get stuck in the ensemble, but that s when the step
(Hits come in. Or that is when covering comes in. Like, there tire ways to make just being
an ensemble person to be the best job you will ever have. And then there are ways to
make it Just a step and a dot on your resume.

Got it. Anotiier question, are you lamiliar with the Muny in St. Louis?

I'hompson: Yes.
E.W. : Yea 1 have w’orked there when 1 was little.

Thompson: lt‘s amazing.
E.W.: So the problem with my age now is that you have to take your equity card if you
do more than one show.

Thompson: Right.
E.W.: So I have been tentative.

Thompson: Are you going to ask me the crazy question if you should take your equity
card? Because if so, the answer is yes.

13

Bui at this age I have heard lhal if it’s somewhere like that Muny which is good
>cs, but then vou come here and there are a lot of non-equity jobs that you can be getting.
You k\-io\\ what 1 am saying? I have heard different things so that is why I am asking the
t|ucsiion.

rimniitson; Ciod 1 Iiaie the people that give ouuhis infoimaiion.
H.W.: 1 am sons’.

riiompsoii; No, it’s okay.

H.W.; I will educate tliem all in my thesis though in my big piesentation at Ole Miss, I
promise.

I hompson: I'm of the opinion that you want you equity caid.

E.W.: Well yea. But I am just not sure il I want to get it now.

Thompson: Don't wait. You want to get it.

E.W.: Okay. Got it.

Thompson: The benefits far outweigh, far far far outweigh the negatives. You can have
your equity card and still go do cruise ships. You can have yout equity card and still do
every national tour, except for those horrible non-equity tours.

E.W.: They are really bad, we have had a few come to Oxfoid.

Thompson: 1 mean some of them are very good performances, like very good, but some
of them are also not so much. And it’s a hit or miss. But, you should have your equity
card because of health and pension and then EPAs, and ECCs. Because if you don't have
an agent, how are you going to get in to something? You are going to go to a EPA or a
ECC. That is how you do it. You cannot do that unless you have an equity card. And
Iliere are 800 of you tliat don't have your equity card.

E.W.: Right,
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Thompson: There may he 800 of you that do. Bui if you do, that is still 800 people that
\oLi tlon'i ha\ e to eompeic against because they don't have their card.

('orreei. That makes perfect sense. 1 guess I never thought about that.

I hompson: So that means vou can go do that. And then you can work at the Muny and
the stupid equit\' showcases here in the city that you know they pay you like $100 for the
thing, hut it might be 800 performances of"A Boys Life" here in the city, but people will
go see it.

So do \oii recommend having it before you come here?

Thompson; 1 iust recommend getting it when you can get it. If someone offers you your
card. YOU lake it.

K.W.: Okay, just wondering.

Thompson: Yes. Like we have people who do Theatre Works tours which they give out
eighty something percent of the equity cards in the country.
E.W.: And what is that?

Thompson: Theatre Works, it's children’s theatre touring company. They are amazing,
amazing!

E.W.: Yes. yes yes. I have heard of them.

Thompson: The list goes on and on of the people who got their cards that way and are
now stars. And we have people who come out from school and have their card. And we
have people who come out from school who don’t have their card and some of those
people say I am going to do a Theatre Works tour so I can get my card. And 1 am like,
okay. You get it in six months and you are done. It’s quick. Or you go do a show and
you are booked nonunion and the last two weeks they put you on a union contract so you
gel your card then. Life is better when you have your card.
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Absolutely. So this is a personal question but I am 5*9". for a female is that just
like a killer ’

rhompson: No.

ReallV.’

rhompson: Nope. I don't think 5'9" is a problem. It does sometimes create an issue
with creating the picture, hut I think we have three girls here who are above 5’9’' who go
show ttt show to shou-. Because if you are a S'Q" showgirl, then yes you are going to
work. Jerry Miteliell likes his tall woman.

E.W.: Some people like them. 1 have tlgured that out. Some people like them tall, some
people like them short.

Thompson: He likes them tall. Kathleen Marshall likes them tall. Rob Ashford doesn t
care as long as you can dance. So yea.
E.W.; Okay, two more questions and then 1 promise 1 will let you go back to your lovely
work.

Thomp.son: Yes.

E.W.; New York vs. LA I know that they are totally different.

Thompson: They are totally different. Do you

want to do theatre? Or do you want to do

TV and film? That is your question.

E.W.; Well I am theatre.

Thompson: Then you need to be in New York.
E.W.: Well for me yes. But, for talent agents on how those are concerned; are there more
agents in LA? I would think there are.

Thompson: There are more agencies in LA, but...
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\\.\W: If that isn't an easy or relevant question you can let me know.

1 hompson: I'hai isn't an easv question because it differs so drastically.

1-^\V.; Cioi it. Not a problem.

1 hompson: Okay 1 will say one thing. LA is more look. NY is more talent.

I-.W.; Okay, someone has told me. and it's probably false, but I am just trying to get it
cleared up. but that is miiihl be good to go to LA to get some experience and then come
to New ^’ork.

I'hompson: That isn't only completely false, but also backwards.

K.W.: 1 think it's because they see the movie stars in Broadway shows.

Thompson: Well yea, but they don't realize that in LA you only get one chance to be the
hot new thintt. New York, you get multiple chances. New Yoik has theatre. New York
has an actor based independent film, not celebrity based independent film. Casting
directors in New York go see theatre. They become fans of actors. There ai-e some in the
city that I feel become loo fanish of actors. New York is the best place for you to start
your career if you want to have a career. If you want to go out to LA and be on a TV
show, and that is your entire goal in your life, go that way. But if you want to be an actor
and you want to have a career, come to New York.

E.W.: Awesome. And is there anything else you think I should know? Any last minute
advice for a performer?

Thompson: 1 will give you three pieces of advice.
E.W.: Perfect. That is so nice.

Thompson: Yes. And this should definitely go in your thesis. Never use a last name.
ever. Because you never know who is on a subway train that knows the person you are
talking about.
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\

rriic. M\ mom has always taught me that advice.

I'hompson: Well it's the best advice. Always he nice to an assistant and an intern
because they iun e long memories and they will remember every single person who has
been rude to them. 1 have had someone dropped at an agency before when I became an
assisiam because of how rude they were to me. and I had someone taken off the table
w hen 1 w as an intern and that is the kiss of death. When an intern has you ttiken off the
t;ihlc bcc;iusc of your uiiitude, you won't really go back to that oftice. Really, that is true.
I blackballed .someone and had noooo problem doing it because they were completely
i-soiithern being from St. Louis, so
rude. Always be on eompany manners. You‘re quasiyoLi kmnv eompany manners so always be on them. If you are on time, you are late, I
know Rene always says that, hut always be about ten minutes early. And do your
homework before everv audition. Find something else the director has done, read the
play if it's a tclcr ision show, watch three epi.sodes. Just do your homework, because tf
audition because the best example to use is
you don't, you wont know how to sear that
this version of E\ ila It's not the 1979 Evita, it's the 2006 production from England.
People went in there thinking they were auditioning for the 1979 production and were not
didn’t pick up the CD and they
v'allcd back and were not hired and that is because they
:
in London or they didn't come tome
didn't go and YouTube the performances shown in
who did sure as hell booked it because
and borrow the boot leg. But you know, the one
you do your rcseareh. You know'.
E.W.: Yes. Smart actor. You have to be intelligent.

Thompson: Yes, you are to be smart.

E.W.: Right. Weil 1 think that is it, thank you

so much.

Thompson: No prob.
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Appendix 3:
Questions via Email to Sam Haskell

1 . What did you major in? Were you interested in performing as a child?

2. What made you go into the entertainment industry?

3. A hriet overview of what you did during your time as a talent agent in
i regards to
musical theatre?

4. During your time as an agent, what is the most memorable experience?

3. What really stood out to you at an audition or meeting when
you were looking for
clients?

6. Whal is the most critical piece of advice you would give to a performer anina in, m
,1
* t'-’nig into tne
industry/

7. Whal knowledge about agencies, their structure,

or how agents do their Job is critic' 1
for performers to know and understand so that they can become a more
successful
performer in return?

8. Whal was the best thing about your job?

9. What was the worst thing about your job?

10. What are your plans for the future with the performing

and entertainment industry?

Sam Haskell's Answers

1 . Theater Major-Minor in Music and Television communication
yes. 1 suppose I was.

2. I had always loved the idea of Hollywood, so the dream had to be realized or pul on
the shelf.

3. I represented many elients and negotiated several deals for my clients on Broadway-Gary Morris in Les Miserables, Debbie Allen in Sweet Charity. Phylicia Rashad in Into
the Woods, Marilu Henner in Chicago. Delta Burke in Thoroughly Modern Millie, etc.

4. My most memorable experience was packaging the hit CBS sit-com Everybody Loves
Raytnond with tiiy friends and clients Ray Romano, Patty Heaton. Brad Garrett. and
Doris Roberts-ihcy all won Emmy Awards for their work on the show.
5. Confidence, presence, eye contact, and whether they could make
me smile.
6. Be educated and know your craft backward and forward, You must be
prepared by
having experience.

7. The agency is only as good as the Agent who represents

you. Develop a special
relationship with one great agent, and the rest is apiece of cake.

g. Best thing: seeing dreams come true!

9. Worst thing; helping clients deal with rejection

10. 1 am currently producing and developing TV series for Warner Brothers in
i
Hollywood.
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